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mid continued tension at
A
the border in Ladakh in
the west, China has stepped up
its military presence in the east,
including Arunachal Pradesh.
It has also built infrastructure
close to the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) besides enhancing the intensity of its military
drills.
Not willing to take any
chances, India has taken adequate measures and correspondingly firmed up contingency plans to deal with any
threat in that sector, Eastern
Command chief Lt General
Manoj Pande said on Tuesday.
Giving a sense of the situation in the sensitive eastern
sector, Pande said the Chinese
army has stepped its annual
training exercises in their depth
areas. Moreover, additional
troops deployed by China in
the east after the Ladakh standoff last year remain there, he
said.
The Eastern Command
chief also noted China is setting
up dwelling units or hamlets
close to the hamlet and said the
“dual-use” of these villages was
a matter of concern.
The Asapila sector in
Arunachal Pradesh was among
the areas where the Indian
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Army observed infrastructure
development by PLA close to
LAC, and it had led to a corresponding increase in troop
deployment there, he said.
The main objective of the
Chinese drills was to launch
integrated operations and India
has taken adequate countermeasures, including a sufficient
number of troops in all the sectors in the east, Pande said.
The LAC in the east, including
Sikkim and Arunachal
Pradesh, is nearly 1,400 km.
On face-off between troops
of India and China at Naku La

in north Sikkim, he said patrols
came face-to-face in the area
because of different perception
of the LAC, and protocols were
in place to resolve the situation
even though sometimes confrontations lasted longer.
Scores of Indian and
Chinese soldiers were involved
in a face-off in Naku La in May
2020, with rival troops suffering injuries in the incident
following an exchange of blows.
Another face-off took place in
Naku La between the two sides
earlier this year.
Given the increased

Chinese activities on its side of
the LAC, the Indian Army has
increased surveillance along
the border using satellites,
long-range unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) and other hitech intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) systems, Pande said.
The Eastern Command
chief also said the focus is on
honing the surveillance capabilities using niche technologies, including modern aerial
platforms, a superior network
of radars, hi-tech night vision
systems, and modern communication equipment.
He said the Army’s new
mountain strike corps, raised to
counter the Chinese threat in
the east, was fully operational
now.
He said new equipment
deployed in the Ladakh sector
is being simultaneously inducted in the east, with the focus
being on enhancing mobility,
drone and counter-drone systems,
precision-guided
ammunition and surveillance
systems.
Giving an account of India’s
overall military modernisation, Pande also said in-principle approval was given to new
combat formations called the
Integrated Battle Groups
(IBGs) which can mobilise fast
with a more effective approach.
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eavy rain wreaked havoc
H
in many parts of
Uttarakhand for the second
consecutive day on Tuesday,
while Uttar Pradesh witnessed
four fatalities, even as heavy
downpour in Kerala filled several dams to the brim and multiple districts were on alert.
Landslides, house collapse
and deluge claimed 23 lives in
Uttarakhand. As per the information given by the State
emergency control room, eight
people are reported missing
while many have suffered
injuries.
The Kumaon division of
the State bore the brunt of
heavy rain as all deaths were
reported from the districts of
Nainital, Almora, Champwat
and Udam Singh Nagar on the
day.
The rainfall in many places
of Kumaon broke all previous
records. Scores of roads in different parts of the State are
blocked due to landslides and
some of the important bridges
have suffered damage. The rail
connection between Lalkuan
and Kathgodam has been sev-
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ered due to a breach of bridge
on Gaula River in Haldwani.
All the major rivers of the
State are flowing above the danger mark and low-lying areas in
different parts of the State have
been inundated with water.
Concerned over the fury of
nature, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi called Chief
Minister Pushkar Singh Dhami
over phone and assured every
possible help to the State.
Dhami visited the disasteraffected areas of the State and
also conducted an aerial
inspection of many areas. He
was accompanied by the
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midst move by political
A
parties to tap the votes of
Brahmin, Backward, Dalit and
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ven as the Government
E
hopes to breach the ambitious 100-crore Covid doses
mark on October 21, poor
response to the second dose of
Covid-19 among people is leaving it jittery.
Health experts have attributed it to growing complacency among beneficiaries in view
of reports of nationwide low
infection. The Union Health
Ministry on Tuesday in a
review meeting asked the States
and Union Territories to replan their strategy and rope in
ASHA workers and focus on
convincing people about the
importance of full vaccination.
India has so far vaccinated

more than 70 per cent of the
adult population with the first
dose, whereas around 30 per
cent of the target population
has been vaccinated with the
second dose or is fully vaccinated.
According to reports, while
the States have been maintaining a comfortable balance of
vaccine stock in hand, the
number of doses administered
is relatively low. For instance,
on Saturday last week, the
stock available with states stood

at 11.12 crore vaccines, whereas they administered a total of
around 38 lakh doses.
Similarly, on Wednesday, a
balance of around 8.50 crore
was available with states whereas the doses administered stood
at 50 lakh. On Thursday, 27
lakh doses were administered,
whereas 8.89 crore doses were
available.
The Ministry noted that a
sizeable number of eligible
beneficiaries had not received
their second vaccine dose.

other caste and communities
for the coming Assembly elections, Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on
Tuesday tried to attract half of
the population by announcing
40 per cent reservations in the
party tickets to women contestants in Uttar Pradesh.
Priyanka said her party’s
decision is based on realism
and idealism. She said all
women who want to bring
about a change in the system,
are welcome to come forward
and contest elections.
“Any woman who wants to
contest can give an application
till October 15,” she said.
She did not rule out contesting the Assembly polls in
the State to lead from the
front. “That is not the issue of
contesting the polls and I had
yet to take a call on it. Let’s see
how things progress on and it
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will be decided in time to
come,” she said.
Priyanka was addressing a
Press conference here on
Tuesday where she announced
40 per cent of seats reserved by
the party in UP polls to be
given on merit. Slamming Yogi
Adityanath’s Government on
the issue of crime against

women, the Congress leader
said UP CM has a “patriarchal
mindset” and wants to keep
women under supervision.
“What does UP CM say?
He says women should live
under parental guidance.
When this is the thought
process, I wonder in what generation of mindset they live. In

every speech you say matao aur
behno. Yes, we are mothers and
sisters but we also have an identity as a woman. What’s the
point when you can’t recognise
us as women,” she asked.
“As I had said earlier, over
the past 2 years wherever I went
in Uttar Pradesh, I had seen
women struggling, fighting for
their rights. Every walk of
women has been fighting for
her rights. Violence against
women has increased from
Unnao to Hathras and to
Lakhimpur, women has been
victim of patriarchy, caste domination and exploration. I feel
larger participation in politics
is
the
key
to
fighting out against oppression,” she said.
Priyanka said idealism and
realism both should be in politics. “Both need to co exist. I
truly believe it is both idealistic as well as realistic. 50 per
cent of our society is women so
what stops them from coming
together. Effort is now being
made to build this unity,” she
added.
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he Multi-Agency Group
(MAG) started its
preliminary investigation in the Pandora
Papers case on
Tuesday. The group
is headed by the
chairman of the
Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT) JB Mohapatra.
The CBDT chairman held
a meeting with officials of
Enforcement Director (ED),
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
and Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU) to go into the charges of
secret offshore accounts held by
entities and persons named in
the Pandora Papers.

T

An
International
Consortium of International
Journalists’ report exposed the
offshore accounts held by hundreds of people from more than
200 countries and territories.
“Only a few of the 380
Indian names and entities have
appeared in the media so far.
MAG will fast track its investigation once the rest of the
names of Indian entities
are released by ICIJ,”
ANI quotes sources as
saying.
The agency decided
to seek information from
countries concerned on
Indian entities through the
Automatic Exchange of
Information (AEOI). “Through
AEIO
tax
authorities
match the incomes earned or
account held abroad, with that
declared in their tax returns so
as to detect instances, if any, of
tax evasion,” ANI quoted
sources.
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angladesh Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina on Tuesday
instructed her home minister
to initiate immediate action
against those who incited violence using religion as she
asked the people not to trust
anything on social media without fact-checking.
The foreign ministry said
in a statement that domestic
elements that opposed
Bangladesh’s independence
from Pakistan 50 year ago
were still propagating their
“toxic narratives to instigate
violence, hatred and bigotry”.
Attacks on Hindu temples
have intensified in Bangladesh
since last Wednesday after an
alleged blasphemous post surfaced on social media during
the Durga Puja celebrations.
On late Sunday night, a mob
damaged 66 houses and set on
fire at least 20 homes of Hindus

in Bangladesh.
During the weekly Cabinet
meeting on Tuesday, Prime
Minister Hasina instructed
Home
Minister
Asaduzzaman Khan to initiate
immediate action against those
who incited violence using
religion,
Cabinet
Secretary Khandker Anwarul
Islam was quoted as saying by
the
Dhaka
Tribune
newspaper.

B
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New Delhi: Anguished over
the anti-Hindu violence in
Bangladesh, renowned writer
Taslima Nasreen has said the
country has now become
“Jehadistan” where madrasas
are a breeding ground for fundamentalism and accused the

Sheikh Hasina government of
using
religion
for
political gains.
Hindus and Buddhists in
Bangladesh have become “third
class citizens” and the growing
anti-Hindu mindset is alarming, the writer said.
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ongress leader and former
C
Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh on Tuesday
said he would soon announce
his own political party and is
hopeful of a seat arrangement
with the BJP if the farmers’
issue is resolved in their
interest.
Singh resigned as the Chief
Minister of Punjab last month
after a bitter feud with Navjot
Singh Sidhu and infighting in
the State Congress. The party
high command replaced him
with dalit Congress leader
Charanjit Singh Channi.
“The battle for Punjab’s
future is on. Will soon
announce the launch of my
own political party to serve the
interests of Punjab & its people,
including our farmers who’ve

) 

been fighting for their survival
for over a year,” Singh said
Tuesday.
The former Punjab CM
also said he will not rest until
he secures the future of “my
people and my State”. “Punjab
needs political stability and
protection from internal and
external threats. I promise my
people I will do what it takes to
ensure its peace and security,
which is today at stake,” he was
quoted as saying by his media
adviser.
“Hopeful of a seat arrangement with BJP in 2022 Punjab
Assembly polls if Farmers
Protest is resolved in farmers’
interest. Also looking at alliance
with like-minded parties such
as breakaway Akali groups,
particularly Dhindsa &
Brahmpura factions,” Singh
said.

0?

Disaster Management Minister
Dhan Singh Rawat and other
senior officers. Nainital district
was
the
worst-affected in the State as 18
people were reported dead in
different incidents. In this district, five people are reported
missing.
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he Delhi Police have bustT
ed a gang, including HDFC
Bank employees, for withdrawing money from accounts
of a Non-resident Indian
(NRI).
Around 12 people, including three HDFC Bank employees, have been arrested for
this, officials said on Tuesday.
The bank had filed a complaint after noticing several
unauthorised attempts to access
a Non-Resident Indian (NRI)
account using internet banking
services and to withdraw cash
it using a fraudulently obtained
cheque book, the police said.
The miscreants also tried
to replace a US-based mobile
phone
number
associated with the bank
account with an identical
Indian number, they said.
HDFC Bank alleged 66
attempts were made to access
the internet banking of the
account. The miscreants had
come to know somehow that
the account was dormant and
had huge funds, and they began
gathering information about it,
the police said.
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Minister exhorted the youth to
form clubs in the villages in the
name of Shaheed-e-Azam
Bhagat Singh so as to undertake youth-centric initiatives.
The Chief Minister, carrying forward his agenda of rural
transformation in order to
ensure overall development of
villages, on Tuesday visited
various villages of Chamkaur
Sahib constituency for the second day in a row and distributed cheques worth Rs 27 crore
for the development works in
the 63 villages of Morinda
block.
Channi, addressing the
gatherings at Datarpur,
Kalaran, Sarhana, Lutheri,
Arnauli, Kainaur, Dhanauri
and Dhangrali villages, said
that the ponds located in all
villages of the constituency
would be developed based on
the Thapar model. “Walking

?=B 270=3860A7

unjab Chief Minister
Charanjit Singh Channi on
P
Tuesday emphasized the need
to empower the villages’ elected
representatives
—
Sarpanches and Panches — to
strengthen democracy at the
grassroots level.
Calling upon the elected
representatives in the villages to
accelerate the pace of development works, the Chief Minister
made it clear, “You arrange the
labour force and the onus of
arranging finances is with me.”
At the same time, the Chief
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our months after Bholath
F
legislator Sukhpal Singh
Khaira resigned as the member
of Punjab legislative assembly
while joining the Congress,
Vidhan Sabha Speaker Rana
KP Singh on Tuesday accepted
his resignation. The Speaker, at
the same time, declared the
Bholath assembly constituency
“vacant” from October 19,
2021.
“It is notified that consequent upon the resignation of
Sardar Sukhpal Singh Khaira,
MLA, the seat of 26-Bholath
Assembly Constituency in the
Punjab Vidhan Sabha has fallen vacant w.e.f. today, i.e. the
19th October, 2021,” read the
notification issued by Punjab
Vidhan Sabha secretary.
The development assumes
significance as the Speaker has

accepted Khaira’s resignation,
he submitted while returning to
the Congress party; while the
two petitions seeking Khaira’s
disqualification, one fled by
Aam Aadmi Party, are still
lying pending for decision
since more the two-and-a-half
years.
Notably, one Harsimran
Singh of Metla village in
Bholath, Kapurthala; and AAP
MLA and the Leader of
Opposition in Punjab
Legislative Assembly Harpal
Singh Cheema, in their respective petitions dated January
10, 2019, and January 16, 2019,
have made references to the
Speaker for Khaira’s disqualification under the Tenth
Schedule of the Constitution of
India.
Cheema, in his petition,
had stated that Khaira had
voluntarily given up AAP’s

membership and had floated
his own political party —
Punjab Ekta Party (PEP).
Notably, Khaira had
switched to AAP from the
Congress to win the 2017
assembly election from
Bholath. On January 6 — six
months after he rebelled against
his own party following his
unceremonious ouster from
the coveted post of the Leader
of Opposition, Khaira had quit
AAP. However, he did not
resign as MLA, while daring
AAP to get him disqualified.
The Speaker has been
holding the hearing on the disqualification petition against
Khaira besides other AAP
MLAs who has switched loyalties to other parties, but no
decision has been taken yet.
At the time when the
Congress party was passing
through an internal crisis,

amidst battle for supremacy
between two top leaders —
Capt Amarinder Singh and
Navjot Singh Sidhu, Khaira
made a comeback in his parent
party, along with AAP’s two
more legislators.
Bhadaur MLA Pirmal
Singh and Maur MLA Jagdev
Singh Kamalu joined the
Congress along with Khaira
while resigning as MLAs.
Khaira also formally merged
his two-year-old political outfit with the Congress.
Khaira maintained that he
had submitted his resignation
as MLA on June 3, days before
joining the Congress on June
17. “After that, the Speaker
asked me to submit the resignation in a proper format,
which I did today in person.
And my resignation has been
accepted by the speaker,” said
Khaira.
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Chandigarh:Haryana Chief
Minister Manohar Lal Khattar
on Tuesday said that the
Panchkula-Morni road project will give further impetus to
the Panchkula metropolitan
development.
“This will provide better
facilities to the people and
tourists of the Morni area,” the
Chief Minister said while presiding over a meeting of State
Wildlife Board Haryana held
here. During the meeting, the
Board accorded approval to
send the proposal regarding
further strengthening and
widening of the road going
from Panchkula to Morni to
the Central Government.
About a 17 km long road
from Panchkula to Morni is to
be widened and strengthened.
This road comes under the
area of Khol-hi-Raitan Wildlife
Sanctuary in Panchkula. The
approval of the National Board
of Wildlife of the Central
Government is mandatory for
the construction of this road.
The Chief Minister said
that widening of this road is
very essential for the development and tourism of
Panchkula and while keeping

aryana Health Minister
H
Anil Vij on Tuesday
launched "Swasth Haryana"
mobile app to provide people
relief from long queues at civil
hospitals.
Through this app, patients
can get themselves registered at
any civil hospital and three
medical colleges of the State for
healthcare facilities, Vij said this
during the launch of the app.
The app is available on Google
Play Store.
The Health Minister said
that the government is consistently working to contain the
spread of Covid-19 and to augment it further, the Haryana State
Health Systems Resource Centre
(HSHRC) has developed
“Swasth Haryana” mobile app.
Among the salient features
of this app. are registration of
patients in advance along with
demographic information of
patients, access to their past registration records and visit to any
health institute and OPD of their
choice. Furthermore, the
patients will be able to download
their test reports on their mobile
phones and patients will also get

information about the nearest
blood bank through this app.
Vij elaborated that now
the patients can get themselves
registered in advance before
going to the hospital through
this app while sitting at home.
Thus, the crowd of people at
the hospitals can be managed
in a systematic manner. With
this app, the patient can directly go to the specialist doctor
and no longer does he need to
stand in long queues, he added.
With this app, patients will
also get access to their laboratory
report on their phones and do
not have to go to the hospital to
collect their report. Moreover,
the medical history of the patient
will be stored in this app and can
be accessed anytime.
The Health Minister also
said that there are many other
facilities in this mobile app
such as information on the
nearest blood bank (blood
bank has been integrated with
e-Raktkosh and information
about availability of blood units
can also be accessed here).
Besides this, information pertaining to mother-child care
and vaccination will also be
available, he added.

this in mind, he immediately
directed the State Wildlife
Board to make a proposal to
widen and strengthen this road
and send it to the National
Board of Wildlife.
Khattar said that with the
renovation of this road, the
Panchkula Metropolitan
Development Project would
get a boost and tourists would
also get better transportation
facilities in the Morni area.
At the meeting, the Chief
Minister also said that there
should be no delay in the
proposals related to forest
area, wildlife and environment. He directed the departmental officers that the proposals related to these should
be reviewed in time and decisions should be taken for the
same so that development
works can be done in a timebound manner. He further
directed the officers concerned
to pay special attention to
wildlife conservation.
The project of the Indian
Institute of Ayurveda to be
established at Shree Mata
Mansa Devi Shrine Board,
Panchkula was also discussed
during the meeting.
PNS
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aryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal
Khattar on Tuesday said that mapping
H
would be done for new stadiums and
sports talent would be groomed region
wise as per their choice of sport in the State.
“India is one of the youngest countries
in the world, considering which, the State
Government is making every possible effort
to work to inspire about 75 lakh youths in
the age group of 18 to 35 in Haryana,” the
Chief Minister said while interacting with
the representatives of BJP Sports Cell, who
came to meet him at his residence here.
During the interaction, he announced
that the sports nurseries, which were closed
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, will be
reopened soon in the state.
The Chief Minister said that the State
Government is working with the mantra
of 'Samasya Apki Samadhan Hamara' and
for this, the government has even made an
arrangement of resolving every problem
through CM Window. The complainant
has to just write their problems on plain
paper and immediate action will be taken
care of the same, he said.
“We have to work according to the
'Catch Them Young' policy to provide

maximum opportunities to the youth in
the field of sports,” he said.
The Chief Minister said that according to a study, 65 percent of the population of the country is youth, of which 30
percent are in the age group of 18 to 35 and
the participation of zero to 18 age group
is about 35 percent, hence we have to pay
extra attention to the age group of 18 to
35 as to how our society should become
a civilized society of high order.
Khattar said that the age between 5 to
15 years is the schooling time of a child.
The age group of 15 to 18 is the time when
a child has to shape his career and future.
Hence, we have to emphasize giving
moral education, quality education to the
youth in the age group of 18 to 35, he said.
The Chief Minister further said that
in the coming times, this age group will
play an important role in nation building.

Sports awaken within us the spirit of living our life in discipline, he added.
He also said that 40 crore population
of the country is youth and if we talk about
the 2.5 crore population of Haryana, then
the number of youth is more than 75 lakh.
He also appreciated the programme organized by the representatives of Panipat to run
a marathon on November 1 on the occasion
of Haryana Day. He directed the officials of
the Sports and Youth Program Department
that a small ward of sports injuries should be
made in every district in coordination with
some hospital so that players can be treated
for injuries sustained during the games.
Talking about the state's sports policy, the Chief Minister said that Haryana
is the first state in the country where an
advance of Rs 5 lakh is given to the player in advance to prepare for their selection
for the Olympics. Apart from giving cash
rewards to the players bagging first, second and third positions, the State
Government has started giving cash
rewards also to the players who finish
fourth in any sports.
In future, the sports coaches would be
transferred to the same stadiums where the
games in which they specialized are conducted, he added.

routes would be made around
these ponds. The water from
the ponds would be used for
irrigation in the fields,” he
added.
Underscoring the need to
impart quality education to
the children of the State as
Punjab Government’s top priority, Channi said that special
‘Science and Medical Blocks’
would be set up in all High and
Senior Secondary Schools of
the constituency. “Punjabi is
our mother tongue; and under
no circumstances, it will be
neglected,” he added.
The Chief Minister
announced that the development works related to the
widening of all the link roads,
construction of streets, drains,
sewage system, community
centres, renovation of cremation
grounds,
SC
Dharamshalas, sprucing up the

infrastructure in schools and
dispensaries, opening of gyms
in villages, cleanliness of ponds,
upgradation of Schools and colleges would be undertaken
with a missionary zeal.
The Chief Minister also
announced plans to construct
a 100 bedded hospital at Sri
Chamkaur Sahib, and the work
for this state of the art hospital has already commenced.
Underlining the need for
world class healthcare facilities,
the Chief Minister informed
that the proposal to set up a
world class Trauma Center at
Morinda has been accepted and
the construction work would
be started soon.
The Chief Minister further
divulged that the buildings of
all the veterinary hospitals in
the constituency would be
upgraded and availability of
doctors would be ensured.
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unjab Government will soon
fill 1,158 posts in the State’s
P
Government colleges within 45
days. The recruitment would be
done by Punjabi University,
Patiala, and Guru Nanak Dev
University, Amritsar, by forming
selection committees.
The decision, aimed at fulfilling the long-standing
demand for recruitment of
staff in Government Colleges of
the State, was taken by the State
Higher Education Department,
said the state Higher Education
and Languages Minister Pargat
Singh at Panjab University,
Chandigarh, on Tuesday. He
was in the University to end the
ongoing hunger strike of the
University and Colleges
Association over the demands
of the college-university cadre.
Pargat Singh said that the
recruitment process of 1,091
posts of teaching cadre and 67
posts of librarian in
Government Colleges would be
completed within 45 days.

“This recruitment was done on
UGC guidelines, and will be
done only on the basis of a
written test in which no interview marks will be kept,” he
said, adding that a selection
committee will be formed
under the chairmanship of the
concerned Vice-Chancellors.
In order to mitigate hardship being faced by the parttime, guest faculty, or contractual teachers working in the
Government-run colleges, it
has been decided to relax the
upper age limit for these candidates and gave weightage of
one mark per year subject to
maximum five marks in respect
of experience gained by them.
The Minister also said that
higher education would be
given special priority for the
betterment of the youth of the
State. “For the state’s prosperity, additional reforms are
required in the field of higher
education for which a committee of experts and educators
would be formed to transform
this sector,” he said.
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tanding at the front against
Sdecision
the Union Government’s
to extend BSF jurisdiction in Punjab, the state’s
Technical Education and
Industrial Training Minister
Rana Gurjeet Singh on
Tuesday said that the border
state has been ignored while
granting special package of
incentives to neighbouring
states like Himachal Pradesh
for capital investment subsidy; and now, the extension of
BSF Jurisdiction from 15 km
to 50 km is yet another jolt to
Punjab.
“It has created a panic
and a sense of insecurity in
investors. How will the
investor go to the 25,000
square km border belt (out of
a total of 50,000) which is
under the jurisdiction of the
Security Force,” Rana Gurjeet
asked, adding that even the
adjoining industrial units of
homegrown industries would
consider shifting to safer
places.
Lashing out at the Modi
Government for step-motherly treatment with the agrarian
state, Rana Gurjeet said: “On
the other side, jurisdiction
has been cut short by 20 km in
five northeastern states of
Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura,
Nagaland, and Meghalaya
where it has had jurisdiction
of 80 kms.”
“In Gujarat, it has been
curtailed from 80 to 50 kms.
There should be a level playground and such imbalance
would even hit trade, commerce, and industry in the
land-locked states, besides creating tiffs between the Central
and State agencies,” he added.
Rana Gurjeet argued that
Punjab has already lost its
economic face due to saturated yields of wheat and rice,
while no breakthrough in the
diversification of crops, food

processing for value addition,
horticulture, and forestry is
taking place.
“Continuously depleting
water table will make us a
desert state. Agriculture sector
of Punjab needs to be
strengthened. Punjab is a
major producer of Basmati
Rice and quality vegetables. It
is the need of the hour that
export of the Basmati Rice
should be allowed from this
zone and vegetable processing
units established so as to
enable the farmers to make
their produce profitably
viable,” he stressed.
The Minister said that the
agriculture sector, especially in
the border area, is already
under stress, and the extension
of the BSF jurisdiction will further add to their difficulties.
“There is a dire need to
reconsider the jurisdiction
issue in concurrence with the
State and grant special incentives at par with the North
Eastern States,” he said.
He added that the first step
in this direction would be to
constitute a ‘Western Border
States Advisory Council;, having Chief Ministers or
Governor of the states as
members under the chairmanship of Union Home
Minister on the pattern of
North East Council to deliberate the issue of creating of a
dedicated Corpus Fund
pooled through a mandatory
contribution from all the
Union Ministries in the Union
Budget.
The Minister assured that
he would request Punjab Chief
Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi to convene a one-day
session of the Vidhan Sabha to
pass a resolution and to take
up the matter with the Union
Government to reconsider the
BSF jurisdiction extension and
lead a delegation of all the
stakeholders for a meeting
with Prime Minister of India.
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he Jharkhand State Election
Commission (JSEC) has
T
intensified preparations for
electing the village government in the State. If all goes
well, elections can be held in
the state in five phases from the
second week of December to
the first week of January under
the three-tier Panchayati Raj
system.
State Parliamentary Affairs
and Rural Development
Minister Alamgir Alam said
that the government's effort is
to conduct panchayat elections
by the end of December this
year.
The tenure of gram panchayats, panchayat samitis and
zilla parishads in Jharkhand
was completed in NovemberDecember 2020 itself. Due to
the unforeseen circumstances
arising due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the state government has given extension to

Panchayati Raj system twice. In
order to give extension to the
panchayats for the second time,
the state government had to
pass a bill in the Jharkhand
Legislative Assembly during
the last monsoon session.
But, now the situation arising out of Covid in the state is
rapidly becoming normal, so
the exercise of election of panchayats at all three levels has
intensified.
State
Election
Commissioner DK Tiwari said
that under the reservation
rules, the process of reserveunreserved panchayats in all
the districts is in the final
stage. Election symbols have
also been fixed at various levels. From November 1, the
process of adding new names
to the voter list, revising the
voter list is also starting. All the
districts have been instructed
that by the first week of
November, all the details related to the panchayats should be

uploaded on the website. The
list of personnel and officers to
be engaged in election duty in
almost all the districts has
been updated.
Earlier this month, on the
issue of law and order during
the election, the Election
Commission held a meeting
with the DC-SP of all the districts through video conferencing by Rahul Sharma,
Secretary, Panchayati Raj
Department, IG operation AV
Homkar. There are a total of
4402 gram panchayats in
Jharkhand, where besides the
Mukhiya (Gram Pradhan),
54330
gram
panchayat members, 5423 panchayat samiti members and
545 zilla parishad members are
to be elected. Overall, under the
three-tier Panchayati Raj system, local public representatives will be elected for 64700
posts.
As soon as the administrative exercise of Panchayat

elections intensified, political
campaigns in the villages also
intensified. The potential candidates for various posts have
started public relations.
Panchayat elections may not be
conducted on a party basis, but
various political parties are
preparing a list of those candidates, who can be supported
and strengthened their position
in the panchayats to the zilla
parishads.
Jharkhand Congress
spokesperson Rajiv Ranjan
Prasad said that it will be our
party's effort to elect more and
more candidates with Congress
ideology in the panchayats.
Jharkhand BJP spokesperson
Pratul Shahdeo says that the
BJP has a strong organization
at every booth. The party has
its roots in villages and panchayats.
In every panchayat, there
will be an enthusiastic participation of the BJP's ideology
workers in the elections.
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‘BestCMBhupeshBaghel’
trends on social media
STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR

T

he hashtag ‘BestCMBhupeshBaghel’ trended on social media for hours on Tuesday.
IANS-C Voter declared after a survey on
Monday that Baghel was the best Chief
Minister in the country.
Twitter users retweeted the news report
more than 7,000 times.
According to the survey, 94 percent of the
people reported liking Baghel's work.
The IANS survey appreciated the welfare
schemes initiated by Baghel in Chhattisgarh.
It specially mentioned the Mahtari Dular
scheme which has ensured free education to
the children who lost their parents during the
Covid pandemic.
Chhattisgarh also excelled in the SDG
India Index Report of the Niti Ayog for gender
equality parameters. Chhattisgarh was ranked

making ability of the Chief Minister. His work
style was akin to a Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), he said.

seventh in the country by the Niti Ayog this
year, IANS said. C Voter Founder Yashwant
Deshmukh said people liked the decision-

‘Adhere Covid conduct
during festive season’
STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR
he Chhattisgarh government
T
on Tuesday urged people not
to shun Covid appropriate
behaviour, saying not using
masks or keeping social distance
and also not washing hands regularly was "sheer negligence".
The Health and Family
Welfare Department said with
the festive season on, people had
begun to take the coronavirus
lightly although the pandemic
was not over yet, Dr Subash
Mishra, Director (Epidemic),
told the media.
He said on Monday 10 new
patients were found in Raipur
out of the total 27 positive
patients in the state.
Of the 10 patients of Raipur,
four arrived from outside the
state mainly Maharashtra and
Odisha.
One
person
of

Khairagarh in Rajnandgaon district died. The deceased, a bank
employee, was tested positive on
October 17.
Eighteen
districts
of
Chhattisgarh -- Bemetara,
Kabirdham,
Dhamtari,
Gariaband,
Gaurela-PendraMarwahi, Surguja, Surajpur,
Balrampur, Bastar, Dantewada,
Narayanpur, Korea, Kondagaon,
Bijapur,
Janjgir-Champa,
Mahasamund,
Balod
and

Raigarh -- have reported no positive case.
B a l o d ab a z ar- Bhat ap ar a ,
Mungeli, Jashpur, Sukma and
Kanker have reported one positive case each. Raipur reported
10 followed by Durg (4), Bilaspur
and Rajnandgaon (3 each) and
Korba (2).
Dr Mishra warned that if
people ignore Covid appropriate
behaviour outside their homes, it
could lead to more Covid cases.

Sachin Rao inspects BJP claim on O2 plants
Sevagram, Gauthan misleading: Minister
STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR
achin Rao, an advisor to
SGandhi,
Congress leader Rahul
on Tuesday inspected with Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel development works at various places
in the Chhattisgarh capital
and its outskirts.
Rao visited the under
construction Sevagram in
Nava Raipur, a Gauthan in
village Paragaon in Arang
block, a government-run
herbal
medicine
shop
Sanjivani and the Congress
headquarters Rajiv Bhawan.

Sevagram officials said
the Chhattisgarh government had earmarked 76.5
acres of land to build a repli-

cate of the Sevagram ashram
at Wardha in Maharashtra.
It is being established to
carry forward the work of

CM to launch Dhanwantari
Medicine Scheme today

STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR
hhattisgarh Chief
C
Minister Bhupesh
Baghel will launch a
‘Shree
Dhanwantri
Medicine Scheme’ on
Wednesday which will
provide 50-70 percent
rebate on the maximum

retail price of medicines.
There will be a total
of 190 medical stores in
169 cities and towns
across the state. On the
inauguration
day,
Baghel will open 59
shops through videoconferencing.
In the next phase,

Man kills wife,
hangs self

home delivery of medicines will commence,
an official communication said on Tuesday.
These shops have
been allocated by civic
bodies on rent at Rs 2
per square feet based on
the decision of the state
government.
It will be mandatory for the shops to
make available 251
kinds of medicines and
27 surgical items.
Herbal medicines,
baby food and cosmetics of the Forest
Department’s Sanjivani
will also be available in
these shops, the communication said.

village reforms. Visitors can
learn about regional arts and
crafts besides regional cuisine. It will have an open theater.
There will also be provision for an old age home and
schools for the underprivileged.
Later, Rao visited with
Baghel a Gauthan in
Paragaon and inspected the
economic activities at a rural
industrial park.
At Rajiv Bhawan, PCC
chief
Mohan
Markam
briefed Rao about the
Congress
organizational
activities.
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hhattisgarh Health Minister T. S.
C
Singh Deo on Tuesday refuted
claims by the BJP that oxygen plants
under the PM Cares Fund had not been
installed in the state. He called the
report "misleading".
The Twitter handle of the BJP
Chhattisgarh said that Pressure Swing
Adsorption (PSA) Medical Oxygen
Plants in 14 districts of the state have
not been installed till date.
Singh Deo said in the first phase
under NABARD-funded scheme in
September 2020, more than 600 PSA
were established at 20 locations of 1,250
LPM (litres per minute) capacity. The
work was completed by March 2021.
In the second phase at 26 locations,

A

39-year-old man on Tuesday hanged himself
to death after killing his wife in this
Chhattisgarh capital, police said.
Raipur Additional Superintendent of Police
Tarkeshwar Patel said Sonu Bahghel slit his 37year-old wife Rama's throat after a quarrel in
Utkal Nagar Basti.
Later he hanged himself to death inside his
house. Neighbours alerted the police.

The Central government had
approved PSA at four places of 200 LPM
capacity through the PM Care Fund in
November 2020. The work was completed in June 2021.
At present, a total of 113 PSA are in
the pipeline in the state --.46 sanctioned
by the state government, 18 to be
installed under Corporate Social
Responsibility and 49 under the PM
Care Fund.

Basna achieves Naxal surrenders in Bijapur
vaccination target
STAFF REPORTER n
BIJAPUR
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MAHASAMUND

A

30-year-old
Naxalite
involved in murder and
arson
surrendered
in
Chhattisgarh’s Bijapur district, police said on Tuesday.
Bijapur Superintendent
of
Police
Kamlochan
Kashyap
said
Manoj

he Basna Nagar Panchayat in
T
Chhattisgarh’s Mahasamund district on Tuesday completed the vaccination against Covid-19 of all
7,733 eligible persons.
Earlier, the Pithora Nagar
Panchayat in Mahasamund was the
first to achieve the target.
Mahasamund district also has the
credit of administering the first dose
of Covid-19 vaccine to all eligible
residents.
The target in Basna Nagar was to
vaccinate 7,733 persons for the first
and second dose. The target of the
second dose was achieved on
Tuesday, Mahasamund District
Collector Doman Singh said in a

ß¸U- ¬˝ÊÄÿÈ⁄U◊¥≈U ÁŸÁﬂŒÊ ‚ÍøŸÊ
(ÁmUÃËÿ •Ê◊¥òÊáÊ)

communication.
He said the district has achieved
44 percent vaccination of the second
dose to the eligible people.
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PCC calls hike in Youths take part in plastic
railway fare ‘loot' free Clean India drives
hhattisgarh PCC chief Mohan Markam
on Tuesday denounced the Modi government for hiking railway fares in the
name of special trains and called it "open
loot".
Normal trains are being run as specials
and the Indian Railways was levying 40 percent extra from each passenger, the
Congress leader said.
This was all the more objectionable
when people have been hit hard by the pandemic and are facing an economic crunch,
he said.
Intentionally, the Union government is
not running normal trains to reap high tariffs, Markam added.
A fare of Rs 70 from Raipur to Bilaspur
had been hiked up to Rs 170, he said. The
Monthly Season Ticket for the same journey
had shot up from Rs 600 to Rs 5,100, he
said.
"This is open loot from the poor and
only the rich are benefitted," Markam said.

Podiyam was the Potenar
Militia Platoon Member of

the Revolutionary People’s
Committee of the outlawed
CPI-Maoist.
He joined the Naxalite
body in 2019.
He was involved in three
violent incidents between
2019 and 2020 including the
killing of a village Sarpanch,
damaging roads and setting
ablaze construction vehicles.

∑§ÊÿÊ¸‹ÿ •äÊËˇÊáÊ •Á÷ÿ¥ÃÊ,
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budgetary approval was given. The construction work is in progress, he said.
Similarly, the state government
approved establishment of functional
liquid oxygen tanks at nine places and
tanks have come up at Durg,
Rajnandgaon,
Ambikapur
and
Ramgarh.
Work at other places is in progress.,
he said These tanks act as backup for
oxygen requirements.
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ouths of Raipur particY
ipated in a plastic-free
Clean India campaign by
collecting plastics and
garbage at Mahadev Ghat
here on Monday.
Dr. Bhuvnesh Jain,
Regional Director, Nehru
Yuva Kendra Sangathan,
West Zone, said the cam-

paign was being run from
October 2 to 31, an official
communication said.
He said the main
objective of the drive is to
control the use of ‘single
use plastic’ in the country.
He said a cleanliness
programme is being run in
all the districts of the state.
The target of each district
is to collect 11,500 kg of
solid and plastic waste.
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he National Investigation
Agency (NIA) is likely to
take over probes into the
recent killings of Hindu
migrant labourers and minority school teachers as also a
local non-Muslim businessman in Kashmir Valley to
unravel the possible larger
conspiracy by Pakistan-sponsored Islamist terror groups.
Discussions are underway in the Union Home
Ministry to entrust the four
cases of recent civilian killings
in Srinagar including the
broad daylight murder of
Kashmiri Pandit and pharma
dealer ML Bindroo, street
vendor Virendra Paswan of
Bihar, and school teachers
Supinder Kaur and Deepak
Chand besides two more
migrant labourers killed in
Kulgam.
The NIA is mandated to
probe terror crimes of interState or international ramifications and the recent of
killings in the Valley are being
assessed by the Intelligence
community as a reoriented

T
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rorists in Kashmir. The Home
Minister also informed the
Prime Minister about the exodus of fear driven migrants
from the Valley.
During the meeting with
the PM, the Home Minister
also briefed him about other
important issues related to
internal security.
In the last 16 days, terrorists have killed 11 non-local
individuals in the Valley. Due
to this an atmosphere of fear
has been created there leading
to the exodus of migrants.
Amit Shah will visit
Jammu and Kashmir on
October 23-25 and will hold
important high-level meet-

ings with regard to the security situation in Kashmir. This
is the first visit of the Union
Home Minister to the union
territory after the abrogation
of Article 370.
During this visit, the
Home Minister will not only
give tips to improve security
situation but will also make
various announcements related to the developmental projects.
Earlier on Monday, Amit
Shah held a marathon meeting
with senior officials including
DGPs, National Security
Advisor Ajit Doval, IB Chief
and discussed the situation of
internal security in detail.
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nion Home Minister
Amit Shah on Tuesday
U
called on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and informed
him about the steps taken by
the Jammu and Kashmir
administration and the Union
Home Ministry to improve
the security situation in
Jammu and Kashmir.
Shah reached PM Modi’s
official residence 7, Lok
Kalyan Marg in the morning
to brief him about the situation in Kashmir.
The two leaders discussed
the atmosphere of fear created due to target killings by ter-
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he Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) on Tuesday conT
demned the incidents of attacks
on temples and Hindus in
Bangladesh and demanded the
Indian Government to step in
and save the community from
the atrocities.
“The Hindu society won’t
tolerate inhuman atrocities
being committed on Hindus. A
demonstration will be held on
October 20 in front of
Bangladesh High Commission
in Delhi. Demonstrations will
also be held at dist. headquarters across the country, Dr
Surendra Jain, joint general
secretary, VHP, said.
The VHP also slammed
the Sheikh Hasina government, alleging that the dispensation is not just a “mute spectator”, but is “also hand-inglove with the extremists”.
“Ethnic cleansing of
Hindus is happening in
Bangladesh, Afghanistan and
Pakistan, while the UN is sitting
like
a
mute
spectator…This is a failure of
the UN, which should send
peace-keeping forces to these
countries,” Jain said.
At least six people have
died in the attacks against
Hindus in Bangladesh so far.
The violence began last week
when a Facebook live allegedly showed a blasphemous inci-
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dent at a Durga Puja pandal in
Comilla city, sparking protests.
Several Hindu religious sites
have been vandalised, and
homes attacked.
Jain said PM Hasina isn’t
interested in saving Hindus,
and is instead motivating
extremist elements in the country. “Minorities in all Muslim
countries have to face the same
issue and ethnic cleansing of
minorities happen. In 1992,
there were 22% Hindus (in
Bangladesh) and now only 7%
are left. The rest were killed or
were thrown out of the country,” he charged.
“More than 150 Durga
idols have been disintegrated
and over 300 pandals destroyed
in Bangladesh, 12 Hindus have
been killed, women have been
gangraped and three ISKCON
temples have been broken
besides two priests killed,”Jain
claimed.
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latest data analysis has
shown that compared to the
previous three years, there has
been an increase in emissions
due to crop fires in 2019-2020 by
12.8 per cent, taking India’s
global contribution to 12.2 per
cent.
The new insights into recent
trends in biomass fires, including emissions from forest and
crop residue fires in India,
showed a downward trend in
crop fires being observed
between 2016-19 citing a reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions due to cropland fires
by 11.39 per cent during the
three years.
However, the data and
analysis for GHG emissions
available online, show that even
when India tops the chart when
it comes to crop fires, this particular emission quantum comes
at 47th position when total
emission categories from agriculture sector are considered.
That inventory is dominated by
enteric fermentation, managed
soil, and rice cultivation.

A

terror tactic of the masterminds in Pakistan’s InterServices Intelligence (ISI) and
its terror cohorts like the
Lashkar-e-Tayabba and Jaishe-Mohammad among others.
The NIA is already investigating a number of terrorrelated cases in the Valley as
also the drone attack at the
Jammu airbase. The frequency and the pattern of the terror
hits on minorities and migrant
labourers is part of a modulated shift in the ever-evolving terror tactics by Pakistan and the
NIA probe would help unravel the grand conspiracy behind
such targeted killings, sources
here said.
The recent surge in the targeted killings in the Valley
was thoroughly discussed in
the National Security Strategy
Conference held here on
Monday.
The Conference chaired by
Union Home Minister Amit

Shah discussed the trend with
the stakeholders in the security agencies.
The civilian killings in the
Valley have triggered an exodus
of migrant labourers and nonKashmiris which have been
designed to project the administration as failing, an official
said.
The terror attacks have
also led to a fear psychosis
among the Kashmiri Pandits
who had braved the violence in
the nineties to stay back in the
Valley.
Following these attacks,
the NIA had been informally
providing assistance to the
Jammu and Kashmir police
that has been probing these
cases.
Experts said the stone pelters who were released earlier
as part of the peace overtures
could be behind the recent
killings.
In-charge Director General
of NIA, Kuldeep Singh who
visited Srinagar on Monday
discussed these terror cases
with Jammu and Kashmir
Director General of Police,
Dilbag Singh, sources said.
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n the backdrop of a steep
hike in the domestic oil and
Idiesel
prices, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will interact
with CEOs and experts of the
global oil and gas sector on
Wednesday via video conferencing.
Fuel prices were hiked
again on Sunday for the fourth
consecutive day, mainly due to
surging global crude oil prices.
In the national Capital, petrol
prices were hiked by 35 paise
from C105.49 per litre to C
105.84 per litre, while diesel
rates were also hiked by 35
paise from C94.22 to C94.57
,according to Indian Oil
Corporation.
Interestingly, petrol now
costs 33 per cent more than the
price at which aviation turbine
fuel (ATF) is sold to airlines.
ATF in Delhi costs C79,020.16
per kilo litre or C79 per litre.
Prime Minister’s interaction, the sixth such annual
interaction which began in
2016, marks the participation
of global leaders in the oil and
gas sector, who deliberate upon

key issues of the sector and
explore potential areas of collaboration and investment with
India, the Prime Minister’s
Office (PMO) said in a statement.
Prime Minister Modi will
interact with CEOs and experts
of the global oil and gas sector
on October 20 at 6 PM via
video conferencing, it said.
The broad theme of the
upcoming interaction is promotion of clean growth and
sustainability.
The interaction will focus
on areas like encouraging
exploration and production
in hydrocarbon sector in India,

energy independence, gasbased economy, emissions
reduction through clean and
energy efficient solutions,
green hydrogen economy,
enhancement of biofuels production and waste to wealth
creation, according to the
PMO.
CEOs and experts from
leading multinational corporations and top international
organisations will be participating in this exchange of
ideas, the statement said.
Union Minister of
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Hardeep Singh Puri will be
present on the occasion.
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estled
in
Eastern
Himalayan Region—home
N
to mega-biodiversity rich zones
and among the 34 biodiversity hotspots of the world—
Northeast has drawn the attention of the Government which
has decided to develop the
region as India’s bio-economic hub. The aim is to help it
achieve its target of making
India a Global Bio-manufacturing Hub by 2025 and ensure
its position among the top 5
nations of the world, said
Union Minister of State for
Union Science and Technology
Minister Jitendra Singh on
Tuesday.
He said, there is a need to
put these invaluable genetic
resources to use for the economic growth of the region in
particular and to the nation in
general, through biotechnological interventions. He was
speaking after his visit to the
Institute of Bio-resources and
Sustainable Development
(IBSD), Imphal.
In fact, the Government
has already started taking initiative in this direction by supporting various projects on a
pilot basis. Recently, strawberry cultivation with sustainable
agro-technological interventions using high-quality planting material in farmers’ fields
in Meghalaya was demonstrated jointly at Bio-Resources
Development Centre, Shillong
and Institute of Horticulture
Technology, Mandira, Assam.
Similarly, about 50 tissue-culture raised plantlets of elite
varieties of strawberry are proposed to be distributed to the
farmers in Manipur.
The DBT has also designed
a programme to improve the
production and productivity in
Khasi Mandarin, an important
fruit crop by producing quality planting material through
shoot-tip grafting technology.
The programme has a target of
producing four lakhs certifiable disease-free quality plants
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he India Meteorological
Department (IMD) has
T
forecast ‘mainly clear sky’ in the
national capital on Tuesday,
with the maximum temperature likely to hover around 29
degrees Celsius and the minimum at 19.9 degrees Celsius.
As per the morning update,
a temperature of 22.4 degrees
Celsius was recorded at 8.30
a.m. with a relative humidity of
91 per cent. The wind was
blowing in the southwest direction at a speed of 12.9 km per
hour.
The city observed sunrise
at 6.25 a.m. and the sun is likely to set at 5.48 p.m.
In the past 24 hours, the
maximum temperature was

recorded at 23.9 degrees
Celsius, nine notches departure
from normal, and the minimum was at 19.9 degrees
Celsius. The city witnessed
heavy rainfall on Monday that
plummeted the temperature.
According to the IMD, the
national capital has received
94.6 mm of rain in October so
far the highest in 65 years,
when 236.2 mm of rain was
received in the whole month in
1956. The 24-hour accumulated rainfall is also the highest
since then.
System of Air Quality and
Weather Forecasting And
Research (SAFAR) said DelhiNCR’s Air Quality Index (AQI)
improved to “good” towards
Monday evening with PM 2.5
pollutant recorded at 43 and
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ormer BJP Member of
Parliament Babul Supriyo
F
seems to be quite undecided

PM 10 at 25.
Usually, the air quality is
categorised as “good” when
AQI is between 0 to 50, “satisfactory” between 51-100,
“moderate” between 101-200,
“poor” between 201-300, “very
poor” between 301-400,
“severe” between 401-500, or
“hazardous” at 500+.
Delhi, generally, has good
to satisfactory air quality.
However, the pollution levels
during October to February

due to various factors including stubble burning, road dust,
vehicle pollution, and cold
weather lead to a deterioration
in the AQI.
Notably, Delhi has 36 monitoring stations that accurately record the levels of both particulate matters. As per the latest update at 9.45 a.m., the
other pollutants Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ozone (O3)
were recorded at 12 and 76,
respectively.

of Khasi Mandarin and Sweet
Orange during the three years
duration of the project and
build capacity of at least 1,000
farmers in the region.
Fifty plants of grafted
Khasi Mandarin have been
generated at AAU-Citrus
Research Station, Tinsukia,
Assam and will be handed
over to the farmers in Manipur
state, the Minister added.
Dr Jitendra Singh informed
that DBT-funded Phyto-pharmaceutical Lab Facility at IBSD
is promoting the Phyto-pharmaceutical Mission of North
Eastern Region. “This Mission
that aims to promote the documentation, scientific validation and evaluation of traditional healthcare practices is an
important step and assumes
special significance in the context of the vast plant resources
and diverse traditional healthcare practices of the NorthEast.
Dr Singh said, due to consistent and renewed focus of
the Modi Government, India
will be recognized as a Global
Bio-manufacturing Hub by
2025 and will figure among the
top 5 countries of the world.
“India’s Bio-Economy is
on its way to achieve a 150-billion-dollar target from the current 70 billion-dollar by 2025
and will contribute effectively
to the Prime Minister’s vision
of a 5 trillion-dollar economy
by 2024-25,” he said.
Dr Singh said that IBSD
should not only become a center of excellence in the region
with state-of-the-art facilities
but also generate technology
packages toward employment
generation for the welfare of the
people.

whether the BJP “trusts” him
or distrusts him or vice versa.
After attacking Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for
“not trusting Bengalis enough
“, former BJP leader Babul
Supriyo on Tuesday turned
melodramatic following his
resignation as an MP saying his
“heart is heavy” and thanked
the PM and the Home Minister
Amit Shah for “showing confidence” in him.
Soon after quitting the BJP
and joining the Trinamool
Congress, Supriyo had accused
Modi
of
either
not
trusting Bengalis enough or

failing
to establish
h a r m o n y
with them. Supriyo who held
ministerial positions in the
Modi-Government at the
Centre was dropped on July 8
reshuffle in the Union Council
of Ministers along with few
other senior BJP leaders.
Immediately after leaving
the BJP, about two-months
following his exit as a Union
Minister, the singer-turnedpolitician had changed his
tune and accused Modi of not
only trusting enough Bengalis
but also others like BJP MP
from Bengal SS Ahluwalia.
“During my stint of seveneight years in Delhi, I have
come to know that the Prime
Minister either does not have
faith in Bengalis or is not able
to establish harmony somewhere,” Supriyo had said.
“Why only me? There are
even senior people than me.
Ahluwaliaji came from the
Congress he is a senior leader
or, those people who are winning from Bengal and going
there are not being trusted
there is a lack of harmony
somewhere, “ thus spoke the
former BJP MP then.
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fter Fabindia, food delivery
giant Zomato has found
A
itself under the netizen scanner
and drawn massive criticism on
social media platform Twitter
after a customer service executive asked a customer from
Tamil Nadu to learn the
“national language” Hindi to be
able to converse. The issue
erupted when a screenshots of
the conversation were shared
on Twitter by a user named
@Vikash67456607, who alleged
the executive called him a liar
and said everyone should know
Hindi. This has triggered a
major Twitter backlash with the
hastag “Reject_Zomato” trending on top at the social media

site.
After trending on Twitter,
Zomato apologised to Vikash
and also issued a statement
both in Tamil and English,
stressing that the company
stood for diversity.
Vikash, who was facing
trouble with his order, reached
out to Zomato’s customer care
service after an item from his
order, placed via the delivery
app, was left out. The executive
told Vikash that they were
unable to get clarity from the
restaurant due to a “language
barrier”. Vikash then demanded a refund and said, “If
Zomato is available in Tamil
Nadu, they should have hired
people who understand the
language.”

To this, the customer care
executive replied, “For your
kind information, Hindi is our
national language. So, it is very
common that ever ybody
should know Hindi little bit.”
Again Vikash posted the
screenshots on his Twitter handle and wrote, “Customer care
says the amount can’t be
refunded as I didn’t know
Hindi. Also takes lessons that
being an Indian I should know
Hindi. Tagged me a liar as he
didn’t know Tamil. @zomato
not the way you talk to a customer.”
Soon, Twitter was flooded
with posts denouncing Zomato
and #RejectZomato trended
on the micro-blogging site. A
user wrote: “You don’t have

customer support in Tamil
language then how can you
sending notification in Tamil.
Another Twitter wrote, “Hindi
is not the national language, It

is just one of the official languages of India.”
After trending on social
media, Zomato apologised to
Vikash and also issued a state-

ment both in Tamil and English
which started off with the traditional Tamil salutation
“Vanakkam” Tamil Nadu, it
said the company was “sorry”
for the behaviour of its former
employee. “We have terminated the agent for their negligence towards our diverse culture. The termination is in
line with our protocols and
(the) agent’s behaviour was
clearly against the principles of
sensitivity that we train our
agents for on a regular basis,”
the statement uploaded on
Zomato’s Twitter handle said. It
said the sacked employee’s
statements do not “represent
our company’s stance towards
language and diversity.”
Zomato further said it was

building a Tamil version of its
mobile app and that it had
already localised its marketing
communication in the local
language in the state. It also
pointed to roping in wellknown Tamil musician
Anirudh Ravichander as its
local brand ambassador.
However,
company
founder Deepinder Goyal later
announced reinstating the
sacked agent, saying it was “an
ignorant mistake” on the part
of the employee. In a series of
tweets, he said “an ignorant
mistake by someone in a support centre of a food delivery
company became a national
issue. The level of tolerance and
chill in our country needs to be
way higher than it is nowadays.

Who’s to be blamed here?”
We should all tolerate each
other’s imperfections and
appreciate each other’s language and regional sentiments,
he said
Fabindia’s new collection
that launched before Diwali,
christening ‘Jashn-e-Riwaaz’
also ran into a boycott trend
with several users urging consumers to boycott the brand.
Users called this “deHinduising Deepawali”.
Following this, the company
had to take down some tweets
promoting the collection.
Learning platform Unacademy,
beauty platform Nykaa, edtech
platform Byju’s have been subjected to Twitter trials very
recently.
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t is springtime for the CPI(M)
in Kerala. The party is all set
to emerge as the undisputed
leader in the State as more and
more Congress leaders ditch
their parent organisation and
cast the lot with the Marxists.
The resignation of P V
Balachandran, former chief of
Wayanad District Congress
Committee, had shocked the
Grand Old Party despite the
fact that the former does not
command any following in the
region. Wayanad parliamentary constituency is represented by Rahul Gandhi, former
AICC President.
The surprising element in
these defections are that unlike
in the rest of the country, leader
who ditch the Congress join the
CPI(M) with the full knowledge that they would be on probation for years in the new
camp and may not make it as
big in the near future.
The CPI(M)’s Kerala unit,
which was facing a series of
allegations including the role of
certain leaders in gold smuggling, is putting all the charges
behind it and is on a path to
reinvigorate the party. The
branch, area, local and city
committee conventions of the

I
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party are in progress as a prelude to the triennial State
Conference and the Party
Congress which would be held
early 2022.
The party’s leadership has
cracked whip over those who
created chaos during the 2019
Lok Sabha and 2021 assembly
elections. Many regional and
local satraps of the party against
whom there were charges of
corruption and carelessness.
Local leaders like N C Mohanan
( former chairman of public
sector unit TELK) and C K
Mani Shankar have been suspended for acts of indiscipline
sending string message to the
cadre that no one is above the
party discipline.
Many frontline leaders in
the districts have either been
suspended or put under observation by the secretariat while
some have been asked to work
as branch committee members, the lowest wrung in the
CPI(M). “Though the CPI(M)
has many inherent problems,
the party is blessed with dedi-

cated cadre who are neither corrupt nor communal. They will
sustain the party in the long
run,” said E Balakrishnan, a
PhD holder on The History of
Communist Movement in
Kerala.
He pointed out that the
CPI(M) ensures that the cadre
keep abreast of all political and
social issues haunting the State
as well as the country.
The decision of all those
who left the Congress to join
the CPI(M) is to be seen in this
perspective, said a national
leader of the BJP. “The biggest
and largest Hindu party in
Kerala is the CPI(M). The BJP
has no relevance here. You
should understand the kind of
work put in by Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan and his colleagues like M V Govindan to
develop the party. There are no
leaders in the BJP or Congress
in Kerala who can match their
stature,” said the BJP leader on
condition of anonymity.
Life has come a full circle
for the CPI(M), as Sandeep
Nair, one of the prime accused
in the infamous gold smuggling
case who came out on bail
recently saying that there was
pressure on him to name
Vijayan and other CPI(M) leaders as accused.
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Mumbai: Union Home Minister and Cooperation
Minister Amit Shah on Tuesday chaired a meeting over issues related to sugar mills in
Maharashtra. The meeting started at North
Block at 4 pm with a delegation that is being led
by former Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis. Sugar mill representatives from
Maharashtra also took part in the meeting.
Union Minister of State for Coal Raosaheb
Patil Danve, Minister of State in the Ministry of
Cooperation BL Verma, former Maharashtra
Ministers Radhakrishna Vikhe Patil, Madan

Bhosle and Harshvardhan Patil, along with MLA
Rahul Kul, MLC Ranjit Singh Mohite Patil and
former MP Dhananjay Mahadik are present in the
meeting.
The meeting is significant in terms of the
Government's concern towards sugar mills, officials said. The Cabinet Committee on Economic
Affairs (CCEA) had in August approved fair and
remunerative price (FRP) of sugarcane payable by
sugar mills for the 2021-22 season.The cabinet had
approved the "highest-ever" Fair and Remunerative
Price of C290 per quintal for sugarcane farmers.
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ith the Kerala Minister
for Health Veena George
W
announcing on Tuesday that 77
persons succumbed to Covid19 during the last 24 hours, the
total fatalities recorded till date
in the State crossed the 27,000
mark. On Tuesday, 7,643 new
patients were diagnosed with
Covid-19 out of the 82,408
samples tested during the last
24 hours.
Test Positivity Rate came
down to 9.27 per cent in the
State much to the relief of the
medical fraternity and the State
administration. Thrissur is the
only district that logged more
than 1000 new Covid-19 cases
on Tuesday (1017). As on
Tuesday, the death toll stood at
27,002 while the total number
of Covid-19 cases across the
State showed 80,262.
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Hyderabad: Hitting out at Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for keeping "quiet" on the
rising fuel prices and Chinese "intrusion" in
Indian territor y, AIMIM president
Asaduddin Owaisi here alleged that Modi is
afraid of talking about China.
The Hyderabad MP also said targeted civilian killings was going on in Kashmir
due to failure of the BJP-led Central
Government.
"The Prime Minister never speaks on
two things--rise in petrol and diesel prices
and on China which has entered our country and is sitting inside. The prices have skyrocketed but the Prime Minister does not
speak anything," the All India Majils-eIttehadul-Muslimeen (AIMIM) chief said
while addressing a public meeting here on
Monday night.
"And now China has entered and sitting
inside our country. When Pakistan did
Pulwama (attack) then Modi had said 'ghar
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enior Congress leader
Siddaramaiah on Tuesday
Surged
the voters from the
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n election watchdog in Mizoram has lodged
a complaint with the Kolasib District
A
Election Officer (DEO) alleging violation of the
model code of conduct (MCC) by political parties during the election campaign in connection
with the bypoll to Tuirial assembly seat slated
for October 30.
Mizoram People's Forum (MPF), an independent body, filed the complaint with Kolasib
District Election Officer and Deputy
Commissioner on Monday seeking the intervention of the Election department to look into
the alleged violation of the MCC by political parties and take necessary action against those
involved.
The forum alleged that there were numerous violations of the MCC for the upcoming
bypoll to Tuirial assembly constituency.
"I
have enclosed herewith some video clips and
documents showing the corrupt practices of
some political parties to prove the violation of...
Model Code of Conduct," the petition signed by
the forum general secretar y Rev R.
Lalnuntluanga said.
"I, therefore, request your kind office to take
necessary action against those political parties
involved for the violation of Model Code of
Conduct," the petition added.

Meanwhile, a leader of the forum told
reporters that there were numerous violations
of the model code of conduct by political parties.
He alleged that some political parties were
distributing money and rations to canvass voters, and also bribed voters by helping them
through social services.
He further
alleged that some parties also organised community feasts.
The MPF was formed in 2006 by various
major churches, including Mizoram Presbyterian
Church, the largest denomination in the hilly
state, to monitor free and fair elections.
The forum also works with major civil society organisations like Young Mizo Association
(YMA), Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl
(MHIP) or Mizo Women's federation and
Mizoram Upa Pawl (MUP) or Mizoram Elders'
Association.
It organises "common platform", a public
meeting for contesting candidates, where they
deliver lectures and take queries from the audience. At least four candidates from the ruling
Mizo National Front (MNF), Zoram People's
Movement (ZPM), Congress and BJP are in the
fray for the bypoll to Tuirial seat, necessitated
by the demise of its incumbent legislator
Andrew H. Thangliana of ZPM.
Counting
of votes will be held on November 2.

ndian Army Chief General
Manoj Mukund Naravane on
Tuesday took a first hand
assessment of the ongoing
counter terrorist operations
going on in the Nar Khas forest
area of Mendhar tehsil in
Poonch. Senior army officers of
the Nagrota based 16 corps
headquarters briefed him about
the present situation and ongoing counter infiltration operations in the region. Elite para
commandos of the Indian army
are also preparing for the offensive to flush out the terrorists
holding on in the thickly forested area for the last nine days.
Meanwhile, local villagers in
the nearby forward villages were
strictly directed to remain
indoors on Tuesday. These
announcements were made via
loudspeakers fitted atop
mosques in the area to prevent
movement of civilians in the
forested area where operations
are currently going on to flush
out the heavily armed terrorists.

believed the group of terrorists
holding on in the area are well
equipped and better trained
than regular infiltrators.
Sharing his observations
with regard to the ongoing
operations in Poonch, Retired
Brigadier Anil Gupta told The
Pioneer, the terrorists hiding in
the area are well versed with the
topography and have been pre0a\hRWXTU6T]TaP[<<=PaPeP]TcPZX]Vbc^RZ^UcWTbXcdPcX^]P[^]VcWT;^2X]
sent in the area for a long time.
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036?8 Brigadier Gupta also claimed the
role of the Pakistan army reguThe ongoing operation is WhiteKnight Corps & under- lars in this operation cannot be
turning out to be one of the took a first-hand assessment of ruled out.
He said due to active
longest counter terrorist opera- the situation along the Line of
Control. COAS was briefed by involvement in the Eastern sections in recent history.
In January 2009, the Indian commanders on the ground tor the counter infiltration grid
Army had called off a similar about the present situation & in the region was possibly comoperation on the ninth day in ongoing counter-infiltration promised which led to the infilBhati Dhar area of Poonch. operations,” the Additional tration of a large group of infilThree Indian soldiers were killed Directorate General of Public trators. He, however, mainin action while four terrorists Information (ADGPI) of the tained it is not appropriate to
speculate on the actual numbers
were reportedly neutralised dur- Indian Army tweeted.
So far, eight people, includ- of the terrorists holding on in the
ing the operations. The army,
however, could not retrieve the ing a mother-son duo, have thickly forested area of Poonch.
So far nine Indian soldiers
been detained for questioning in
dead bodies of the terrorists.
“General MM Naravane connection with providing logis- have sacrificed their lives in the
support
to
the ongoing operations since
COAS (Chief of Army Staff) vis- tic
ited forward areas of terrorists.Security experts October 11, 2021.

minority community not to
cast even a single vote to the
JD(S) during the Hangal and
Sindagi bypolls, as voting for
the regional party means voting for the BJP.
The leader of opposition in
the state assembly accused the
JD(S) of deliberately fielding
minority community candidates in both the constituencies
to help the BJP.
"Though JD(S) has fielded
its candidates, the straight fight
is between the Congress and
BJP. JD(S) has not fielded a candidate with an intention to win.
They have fielded to help the
BJP. I'm not saying this, people
are saying this," Siddaramaiah
said.
Addressing the campaign
meeting at Sindagi constituency here, he said, Congress is
always the target for JD(S), and
pointed out that during the
Basavakalyan bypolls held earlier this year, too the regional
party fielded a Muslim candidate, who got about 8,000
votes, which resulted in
Congress' loss.
"Making Congress to lose
is their (JDS) intention. But I
know people are not dumb as
they think... Minority community voters know and
understand their intention.....I
pray to minority community
voters, that if you vote for
JD(S), it is like voting for BJP.
So
don't
cast
a
single vote for JD(S)," he
added.
The JD(S) has fielded
33-year-old post graduate
Naziya Shakeel Ahmed Angadi
from Sindagi and 35-year-old
B.E, M.Tech (CSE) graduate
Niyaz
Shaikh
from
Hangal.
Congress during the 2018
assembly polls too had accused
the JD(S) of being the "Bteam" of BJP.
Bypolls will be held on
October 30, while counting of
votes will take place on
November 2.
The by-elections have been
necessitated as the seats fell
vacant following the death of
Sindagi JD(S) legislator M C
Managuli and BJP's C M Udasi
from Hangal.

mein ghus ke marenge' (will hit them inside
their home) but now China has entered and
sitting in India but he is not doing anything.
India's Prime Minister is afraid of talking
about China," Owaisi alleged.
He further said "Nine of our soldiers
were killed (in Jammu and Kashmir recently) and on October 24 there is a T20 match
between India and Pakistan (India's upcoming T20 World Cup game against Pakistan)".
"Modi ji...Nine of our soliders were
killed and will you play T20? Pakistan is playing T20 in Kashmir with lives of Indians.
Poor workers from Bihar are getting killed
and targeted killing is happening. What is
the IB (Intelligence Bureau) and Amit Shah
(Union Home Minister) doing. What is the
Intelligence doing in Kashmir," Owaisi
asked.
"Weapons are coming and
terrorists are coming from Pakistan and will
you play match," he said, adding what is
happening in Kashmir is the failure of the
BJP-led central Government, which, he
claimed, does not have a policy to deal with
terrorism.
PTI
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Guwahati: A total of 7,96,456 voters are eligible to decide the fate
of 31 candidates in the by-elections to five Assembly seats in
Assam on October 30, an official
release said on Tuesday.
Of the total electorate,
4,03,374 are males, 3,93,078
females and four are transgender.
There are a total of 3,165 service
voters, while 8,864 electors are
aged above 80 and 4,998 are
People with Disability (PwD), the
CEO release said.
By-elections
to
the
Gossaigaon,
Bhabanipur,
Tamulpur, Mariani and Thowra
constituencies will be held on
October 30.
The counting of votes will be
taken up on November 2 and the
entire polling process will be over
by November 5.

A total of 43,229 voters were
added to the electoral roll after
revision. Tamulpur has the highest number of electors at 2,17,432,
while Thowra has the lowest at
1,15,971.
The Election Commission of
India has banned exit polls related to the by-elections and the
CEO's office urged everyone to
abide
by
the
ECI
guidelines.
By-elections in Gossaigaon
and Tamulpur were necessitated
following the deaths of sitting
MLAs, while the incumbents of
Bhabanipur, Mariani and Thowra
resigned from their seats and
joined the ruling BJP.
UPPL had won the
Gossaigaon seat in this year's
assembly election, while BPF had
bagged Tamulpur.
PTI
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Chennai: Holding that a four
year-old child can not be expected to give cogent evidence with
regard to the sexual assault on
her, the Madras High Court has
set aside a trial court order
acquitting a school teacher in
Puducherry charged with the
crime on the minor and awarded him 10 years' Rigorous
Imprisonment and also imposed
a fine of @C10,000.
Justice P Velmurugan
passed the conviction order
recently after setting aside an
order of the lower court, which
had acquitted Earlam Periera.
Earlier, Puducherry Public
Prosecutor D Bharatha
Chakravarthy (since elevated
to the post of High Court judge
and expected to assume office
on October 20) submitted that
the victim being a child, who
was only aged about four years
at the time of occurrence of the
incident in March 2018, cannot
speak about the occurrence in all
the stages by parrot version and
it could not be expected from
her that she should remember all
the incidents and the acts of the
accused.
She may forget something
and the mother, to whom the
victim stated about the sexual
assault committed by the
accused, may remember those
acts.
"Therefore, for the said rea-

son we cannot throw away the
evidence of the victim child, who
in fact was subjected to sexual
assault by the accused," he contended.
By his order dated October
6, 2020, the trial court judge
acquitted the accused, who was
booked under the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act, on the main
ground that the evidence of the
parents of the victim child were
not consistent, cogent and trustworthy and medical evidence
also did not support the case of
the prosecution. The trial court
judge had come to the conclusion that based on their evidence, conviction cannot be
recorded against the accused
and the prosecution had failed
to prove its case beyond all reasonable doubts.
Reversing the trial judge
order, Justice Velmurugan held
that the finding of the trial
court was completely erroneous.
In cases of aggravated sexual
assault on a child, who was only
studying UKG at the time, the
support of medical evidence
was not always a necessity and
the evidence of the sole victim
would suffice to record conviction. Rejecting the contention
that the mother had falsely
implicated the accused in the
case due to previous enmity, the
judge said that without any

strong reason, no mother would
go to the extent of making allegations of this nature by using
her own child.
Turning down another contention that there was enormous
delay in lodging the complaint,
the judge said that no mother
would rush to the police station
immediately after the occurrence. Naturally, the mother
would think about the future of
the child and the reputation of
the family. In cases like this, the
delay was not fatal to the case of
the prosecution. As stated earlier, since the victim child was
only four years old, one cannot
expect her to speak everything,
even if she did not understand
what was happening to her.
When she felt pain in her
private parts, she complained the
same to her mother and the
mother explained the same to
the police.
In this case, there was no
eye-witness. She also stated that
the accused used to keep her on
his lap and insert his fingers into
her private parts. In cases like
this, mere delay in filing the FIR
was not fatal to the case of the
prosecution and also the reason
for the delay, though specifically not given, one cannot expect
the family members of the victim child would rush to the
police immediately soon after
the occurrence.
PTI
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Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh crossed
yet another milestone in Covid
vaccination on Monday by taking the tally of jabs administered
so far to above 12 crore doses
and in the process became the
first Indian state to achieve this
feat.
On Tuesday, Additional
Chief Secretary (Information)
Navneet Sehgal told newsmen in
Lucknow, "The State has so far
provided vaccines in excess of
12.01 crore by Monday. Of
these, over 9.32 crore people
have received the first dose
whereas over 2.69 core people
have been fully vaccinated
against Covid-19. The State’s
success in controlling the pandemic can be gauged from the
fact that no new infection was
reported from as many as 71 districts of Uttar Pradesh.”
Signaling control over the
deadly coronavirus, out of over
1.27 lakh samples tested only 12
positive cases were confirmed in
four districts in the last 24
hours. The daily cases have
declined by over 99 per cent
from the peak capped at 38,055
on April 24. Consequently, the
state, pushing the Covid graph
southwards, has maintained the
daily Covid test positivity rate
(TPR) — the number of positive
cases against the total tests done
— at 0.01 per cent, the lowest in
the country.
PNS
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KH UHVXOWV RI WKH WKLUG VHURVXUYH\ FRQGXFWHG LQ +DU\DQD DUH FRPIRUWLQJ
$QWLERGLHVDJDLQVW6$56&R9ZHUHIRXQGDPRQJSHUFHQWRIWKH6WDWH·V
SRSXODWLRQ7KLVLVDVWHHSULVHIURPDPHUHSHUFHQWLQ2FWREHU
DQGHLJKWSHUFHQWODVW$XJXVW$VHURSRVLWLYLW\RISHUFHQWZDVIRXQGLQYDF
FLQDWHGSHRSOHDQGSHUFHQWLQQRQYDFFLQDWHG,QXUEDQ+DU\DQDDQWLERG
LHVZHUHIRXQGLQSHUFHQWRIWKHSHRSOHLQWKHUXUDODUHDVWKHSHUFHQWDJHLV
7KHEHVWQHZVKRZHYHUUHODWHVWRFKLOGUHQ7KHVXUYH\IRXQGDVHURSRV
LWLYLW\UDWHRISHUFHQWLQFKLOGUHQDJHG\HDUVDQGSHUFHQWLQDGR
OHVFHQWVDJHG\HDUV7KLVLVWKHILUVWWLPHZKHQFKLOGUHQZHUHLQFOXGHGLQ
WKHVXUYH\,WLVDOVRHVWDEOLVKHGIRUWKHILUVWWLPHWKDWRYHUSHUFHQWRIQRQ
YDFFLQDWHGFKLOGUHQKDYH&29,'DQWLERGLHV7KHQHZVFRPHVDVDUHOLHIZKHQ
FKLOGUHQUHPDLQWKHRQO\VHJPHQWRIWKHSRSXOD
WLRQZKRKDYHQRWEHHQYDFFLQDWHGHYHQWKRXJK
WKHFRXQWU\LVFORVHWRJLYLQJQHDUO\FURUHMDEV
7KH YDFFLQHV IRU FKLOGUHQ DUH VWLOO XQGHUJRLQJ
KXPDQWULDOV7KHGHFLVLRQWRUHRSHQVFKRROVDIWHU
DJDSRID\HDUKLQJHVRQWKLVYHU\LVVXHDQGVRPH
6WDWHVKDYHUHOXFWDQWO\DJUHHGWRUHRSHQVFKRROV
LQVWDJHV7KHUHVWLOOLVDKHVLWDQF\DPRQJSDUHQWV
WRVHQGWKHLUZDUGVWRVFKRRO$IHZRWKHU6WDWHV
DUH SODQQLQJ WR EHJLQ FODVVHV LQ 1RYHPEHU
6FKRROPDQDJHPHQWVDUHHQVXULQJWKDWWKHWHDFK
LQJDQGQRQWHDFKLQJVWDIIDUHIXOO\YDFFLQDWHGDQG
VDIHW\SURWRFROVDUHLQSODFHWRPLQLPLVHWKHULVNRILQIHFWLRQ
5HFHQWVXUYH\VIURPDEURDGKDYHMXVWLILHGWKHIHDUVRILQIHFWLRQDPRQJFKLOGUHQ
$VWXG\E\WHDPVIURPKRVSLWDOVLQ0,7DQG+DUYDUGKDVFRQFOXVLYHO\SURYHGWKDW
LQIDQWVFKLOGUHQDQGDGROHVFHQWVDUHHTXDOO\FDSDEOHRIUHSOLFDWLQJWKH&29,'
YLUXV([DPLQLQJ&29,'SRVLWLYHFKLOGUHQWKH\IRXQGWKDWWKHOHYHOVRILQIHFWLRQ
DUHKLJKHVWHDUO\LQWKHLOOQHVVLQERWKV\PSWRPDWLFDQGDV\PSWRPDWLFSDWLHQWV2YHUDOO
WKHYLUDOORDGGLGQRWFRUUHODWHZLWKWKHVHYHULW\RIWKHGLVHDVHLQWKHNLGVHYHQWKRXJK
WKH\FRXOGLQIHFWRWKHUSHRSOH+RZHYHUVHYHUDOVWXGLHVKDYHVWDWHGWKDWYHU\IHZ
FKLOGUHQKDYHV\PSWRPVDQGWKH\DUHDWORZULVNRIFRQWUDFWLQJWKHLOOQHVV,QWKLV
FRQWH[WWKH+DU\DQDVHURVXUYH\RQFKLOGUHQLVDUHDVVXULQJRQH%DVHGRQWKH+DU\DQD
VXUYH\UHVXOWVLWFDQVDIHO\EHDVVXPHGWKDWRQHFDQJRVORZZLWKWKHYDFFLQDWLRQ
RIKHDOWK\FKLOGUHQDQGLQVWHDGIRFXVRQIXOO\FRYHULQJWKHYXOQHUDEOHSRSXODWLRQ³
WKHHOGHUO\DQGDGXOWVDQGFKLOGUHQZLWKFRPRUELGLWLHV(YHQWKRXJKDFRXSOHRIYDF
FLQHVKDYHUHFHLYHGWKHHPHUJHQF\XVHDXWKRULVDWLRQ (8$ LWLVXQFOHDUZKHQWKH
YDFFLQHVIRUFKLOGUHQEHORZZLOOEHDYDLODEOHLQWKHFRXQWU\7KHFKLHIRIWKHQDWLRQ
DO&29,'WDVNIRUFH9.3DXOKDVVDLGWKDWDILQDOGHFLVLRQZLOOGHSHQGRQWKH
VFLHQWLILFUDWLRQDOHIRUYDFFLQDWLQJNLGVDQGWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIVXIILFLHQWGRVHVIRUWKHP
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ifty years of the 1971
India-Pakistan war is
being commemorated
with great verve and gusto
by recalling the geostrategy, tactics and heroics of the great
Indian victory — one in 1000
years where the gains on the battlefield were frittered away across
the negotiating table. The war
corrected the geographical incongruity of Pakistan split into two
entities separated by 1000 miles.
The late politician and writer,
Jaswant Singh, called the victory
geography’s revenge over history
– when use of force resulted in
the birth of a new country
Bangladesh, formerly East
Pakistan. It was the 20th century’s last decisive war though it
could not settle the root cause of
India-Pakistan enmity – not J&K
but inimical behaviour of the
Pakistan Army.
In the previous century, except
for the World Wars, there is no
clear example of a decisive interstate war. But intra-state conflicts
produced outcomes. The stamping out of Khalistan movement
was a rare success for India. So was
the Taliban’s first take-over of
Afghanistan. Peaceful separation
of Czechoslovakia into Czech
Republic and Slovakia was a
unique event. In the 21st century
also, a number of internal conflicts
were resolved by use of force –
defeat of LTTE in Sri Lanka and
the recent re-conquest of
Afghanistan by the Taliban.
Another genre of military success
without the use of military force
was ‘fait accompli operations’ like
the Russian occupation of Crimea,
Chinese seizure of islands in the
South China Sea and the Chinese
intrusions into East Ladakh. In the
space between war and no-peace
is grey-zone operations, (HERE IS
THE CHANGE) which is the
defender's dilemma. And now,
with the advent of cyber war and
artificial intelligence, thinkers and
practitioners of war and conflict
have much to mull over. While the
nature and character of war have
changed, the principles of war are
more or less the same, technology being the consistent key driver
of shaping their outcomes .
Past wars and internal conflicts are not replicable. Take the
war for Bangladesh. The ten
months available for preparation,

F

obtaining air superiority and
assistance of Mukti Bahini are
some conditions that cannot be
recreated. Neither can the political cover provided by USSR
through its use of veto which
brought India time to ensure
the war did not end in cessation
of hostilities as Pakistan wished
but ended on Indian terms of
a full and complete surrender.
The talking point of the war
was whether Dacca was nominated as the final objective of
the war. It is clear from study
of various historical accounts
that Dacca was initially not the
ultimate objective but a less
ambitious mission was assigned
to the Eastern Army.
Improvisation and innovation
by both sides played a big part
in the war. Maj Gen Nazir
Husain Shah, GOC 16 Pakistan
Infantry Division and an alumni of Fort Leavenworth USA,
used to split a single battalion
into two even as portraying a
broad front was also practised
by Indian forces.
I would like to see during
commemoration events greater
emphasis on recalling Infantryled epic battles of Pirgunj,
Hilli, Sylhet and Akhaura to
name a few. The roadblock at
Pirgunj by 2/5 Gorkha Rifles
(FF), for example, turned the
flank of Pakistan 16 Infantry
Division fighting fortress
defence at Hilli by crossing the
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Karatoya river. It was the first
turning movement south
towards Bogra and Dacca and
divided Pakistan’s 16 Infantry
Division. Similarly, 4/5 Gorkha
Rifles (FF) conducted India’s
first heliborne operations and
while reduced to half a battalion in combat, took the surrender of two Pakistani Brigades
on 15 December, one clear day
in advance of the Dacca surrender. They had earlier carried
out the first silent ‘khukuri’
attack at Atgram though the
British Gurkhas claimed the
honour earlier in Indonesia.
These short and sharp battles
hastened the termination of
war confirming Infantry as
the queen of battle. It would be
more useful to invite officers
who took part in these actions
rather than have the post-1971
war generation of officers to
pontificate on lessons and
dialectics of deterrence.
India must cherish the
1971 victory against Pakistan
but focus on small-unit actions
that will be relevant to future
external wars. The limited
war in Kargil was another
classic demonstration of
Infantry-led small unit battles
that evicted intruding
Pakistani forces across the
LoC. It is a pity that war histories on 1962 and IPKF Sri
Lanka, though chronicled,
have not been released for
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KHIODPHRIWKH:LQWHU2O\PSLFVUHDFKHV%HLMLQJLQDGD\RUWZREXW&KLQD
KDVPRUHFDXVHIRUFRQFHUQWKDQFHOHEUDWLRQ$VZDUPRISURWHVWVIROORZVWKH
IODPHOLWDWWKHELUWKSODFHRIWKHDQFLHQW2O\PSLFVLQVRXWKHUQ*UHHFHRQ0RQGD\
FDOOLQJIRUDJOREDOER\FRWWRIWKH*DPHVRQDFFRXQWRIDOOHJHGKXPDQULJKWVYLROD
WLRQVE\WKH&KLQHVH*RYHUQPHQW7KHFHUHPRQ\RIOLJKWLQJWKHWRUFKLQ*UHHFHZDV
PDUUHG E\ SURWHVWV DV WKUHH DFWLYLVWV PDQDJHG WR
VQHDNLQWRWKHYHQXHKROGLQJD7LEHWDQIODJDQGDEDQ
QHUUHDGLQJ¶1RJHQRFLGHJDPHV·7KHSURWHVWVZHUH
JURZLQJLQWHQRUDOOWKURXJKWKH\HDU+XPDQULJKWV
ZDWFKJURXSVLQWKH86DQG(XURSHODXQFKHGDFDP
SDLJQWRER\FRWWWKHJDPHVEHFDXVH&KLQDDOOHJHGO\
FRQWLQXHVWRKDUDVV7LEHWDQVVWULS8LJKXU0XVOLPV
LQ;LQMLDQJRIWKHLUUHOLJLRXVDQGFXOWXUDOLGHQWLWLHVSXQ
LVKSURGHPRFUDF\DJLWDWRUVLQ+RQJ.RQJDQGLQWLP
LGDWH7DLZDQ7KHSRVVLELOLW\RIWKH86ER\FRWWLQJWKH
JDPHVLVUHPRWHEXWHIIRUWVDUHRQWRDWOHDVWKDYHD
GLSORPDWLFER\FRWWE\WKDWFRXQWU\
7KLVLVQRWWKHILUVWWLPHWKDW&KLQDLVIDFLQJIODNLQWKHUXQXSWRDQLQWHUQDWLRQDO
VSRUWLQJHYHQW,WORVWWKHELGIRUWKH2O\PSLFJDPHVLQEHFDXVHRIWKH
EORRG\FUDFNGRZQRQVWXGHQWDJLWDWRUVLQ7LDQDQPHQ6TXDUHLQ&KLQDKDGKRSHG
WRUHVXUUHFWLWVLQWHUQDWLRQDOLPDJHE\KRVWLQJWKHJDPHVEXWWKDWZDVQRWWREH,W
QHYHUIDFHGDZRUVHLQVXOWJOREDOO\,WVXEVHTXHQWO\ELGIRUWKHJDPHV7RVKRZ
DGHPRFUDWLFIDFHWRWKHZRUOG&KLQDFDPHXSZLWKVHYHUDOFRQFHVVLRQVWRLPSUHVV
WKH2O\PSLFFRPPLWWHH7KH\LQFOXGHGH[WHQGLQJSUHVVIUHHGRPIRUIRUHLJQMRXUQDO
LVWVLQ&KLQDDOORZLQJWKHPWRWUDYHODFURVVWKHFRXQWU\ZLWKRXWKDYLQJWRDSSO\IRU
SHUPLVVLRQ+RZHYHUWKHSURWHVWVFRQWLQXHGDV&KLQDUHIXVHGWRDFNQRZOHGJHDQ\
ZURQJGRLQJ7KH&RPPXQLVW3DUW\RI&KLQDZKLFKURXWLQHO\LJQRUHVDOOKXPDQULJKWV
FKDUJHVZRXOGGRZHOOWRUHDOLVHWXUQLQJDGHDIHDUZRXOGQRWPDNHWKHSUREOHPJR
DZD\(YLGHQFHRI&KLQHVHKLJKKDQGHGQHVVLQ7LEHWDQG;LQMLDQJNHHSVOHDNLQJRXW
RIWKHWZRUHJLRQVGHVSLWH6WDWHFHQVRUVKLS7KRVHZKRPDQDJHWRHVFDSHIURPWKH
PDLQODQGEULQJVRUGLGWDOHVZLWKWKHP,WFRPHVDVDVPDOOUHOLHIIRU&KLQDWKDWWKH
,QWHUQDWLRQDO2O\PSLF&RPPLWWHHLVQRWLQWHUHVWHGLQWDNLQJXSWKHER\FRWWFDOORQO\
EHFDXVHLWIHHOVWKHJDPHVDUHQHXWUDODQGVKRXOGQRWEHSROLWLFLVHG
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Sir — The Indian monsoon is nature's gift
to us. It is what gives us sustenance; it is
inseparable from Indian civilisation. Still
over the last few years, it has become erratic to the extent of venting nature’s fury and
causing widespread devastation. Its onset,
occurrence and withdrawal have come to
acquire a frightening dimension. Visuals
have shown how this year’s southwest monsoon has taken the shape of a ‘natural’ disaster. The stunning collapse of a house in
one unbroken piece into flood water has
become the defining image of the destruction caused by the deluge in Kerala and
other parts of the country.
The floods recurring year after year
add a new urgency to the restoration of the
monsoon to what it was before it assumed
the proportions of a ‘natural’ disaster. The
protection of mountains that serve as natural life givers in its wider sense will more
than halve the problem. Deforestation,
mining, construction and cultivation of
cash crops that are ecologically unsustainable and explain much of the change in the
monsoons must end; political parties and
governments must free themselves from
the hold of lobbies of various kinds
towards this end. The governments should
discontinue the practice of relaxing rules
pertaining to environmental clearance in
the name of ease of doing business. It is a
basic fact that economic growth at the cost
of ecology spells disaster.
G David Milton | Maruthancode
69>49>765>99>7?1µC=EC5E=
Sir — India’s first museum dedicated to
alcohol has opened its doors to spirit enthusiasts in Goa. The museum, All About
Alcohol is a place to rejoice in North Goa’s
Candolim village. The museum houses
hundreds of artefacts linked to Feni —
Goa’s very own and a popular alcoholic
drink — including large, traditional glass
vats in which the local cashew-based alcohol used to be stored centuries ago. The
idea behind the museum was to make the
world aware of Goa’s rich heritage, especially the story of Feni. The answer to
whether there is another alcohol museum
in the world is absolutely no.
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If you go to Scotland, they are very
happy about their water, about their
drinks, etc. Similarly, in Russia, people feel
happy to show the drinks they have. When
we come to India, we project alcohol differently. For Goans, consumption of alcohol is a symbol of hospitality. It is a part
and parcel of the system in Goa. The
amount of information preserved here is
amazing. Feni lovers are awestruck with the
place. The amount of information they
have kept here for visitors to see is super
amazing. Sip on a glass of Feni as Goa displays the right trademark for its traditional drink. An indigenous alcoholic drink
synonymous with Goa, Feni will now be
on display in the museum.
CK Subramaniam | Mumbai
! 3B?B5:12C69>1<<I
Sir — India has finally achieved the milestone of 100 crore vaccinations. Festive season will see yet another celebration soon
with tricolour hoisted at Red Fort, flag
raised at North and South Block in Delhi
with announcements at railway stations,
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aeroplanes, ships at the moment India
breach the 100 crores mark in administering cumulative number of COVID-19
doses. Additionally, the efforts of frontline
and healthcare workers in remote areas,
have been chronicled in the newlylaunched book 'Sentinels of the Soil', that
encapsulates stories of hardship faced by
healthcare workers from various states who
travelled to help propel India’s vaccination
drive.
Thanks to the combined efforts of the
Government, doctors, scientists and to all
the people of the country who got vaccinated and helped the Government achieve
this mark. There are plans of 80,000 vaccination centres to be activated to further
speed up the vaccination drive and be prepared for any uncertainties.
Congratulations to every single person
who has contributed his effort in this
achievement.
Somya Agrawal | Ujjain
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

political reasons. The Indian
military’s bad habit of not
fully and faithfully recording
war diaries has provided
opportunity to individual participants in wars to fiddle with
and fabricate events to
enhance their personal heroics. The media in general and
social media in particular,
without verifying factuals, have
contributed to this.
Biographies and autobiographies are especially culpable as they embellish the record
of units and individuals beyond
what is recorded in regimental
history. And where there is no
official regimental history,
some writers have gone to
town enhancing their stature.
All write-ups about past wars
must be vetted by MoD historical section and a certification
obtained from the authors that
they have not used material
which is not in official records.
The Government has fudged
events in East Ladakh, pretending the PLA intrusions have not
altered the LAC. Even so, the
1971 success on the battlefield
is India’s big redeemer and
greatest victory.
(The writer, a retired Major
General, was Commander,
IPKF South, Sri Lanka, and
founder member of the Defence
Planning Staff, currently the
Integrated Defence Staff. The
views expressed are personal.)
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KHXVHRIDUWLILFLDOLQWHOOLJHQFH $, LQWKHILHOGRIMRXUQDOLVPRIWHQ
GXEEHGDVDUDFHZLWKWKHPDFKLQHLVJHWWLQJHYHQWXDOO\DSSDUHQW
5HFHQWO\FHUWDLQLQWHUQDWLRQDOQHZVPHGLDRUJDQL]DWLRQVKDYHWDSSHG
WKHSRZHURI$,WRFRYHUDQGUHSRUWRQWKHUHFHQWEODVWDWDPRVTXHLQ
.DQGDKDUFLW\RI$IJKDQLVWDQWKDWNLOOHGSHRSOH$,WRROVDUHXVHGWR
PHDVXUHDQGUHSRUWWKDWWKHQDWLRQLVJUDSSOLQJZLWKLQVHFXULW\DQGXQUHVW
7KHVHQHZVPHGLDRUJDQL]DWLRQVKDYHEHHQDFWLYHO\HQJDJHGLQDXWRPDW
LQJWDVNVHVVHQWLDOIRUMRXUQDOLVWLFSURGXFWLRQ$,KDVFRPHLQKDQG\WR
GHWHFWH[WUDFWDQGYHULI\GDWDHVVHQWLDOIRUQHZVVWRULHVDQGJUDSKLFV
6XFKWRROVDUHEHLQJXVHGIRUVRUWLQJVHOHFWLQJDQGSULRULWL]LQJWKHILO
WHUVLQWKHMRXUQDOLVWLFSURFHVVRIQHZVVWRULHV7KHXVHRI$,LVFRP
SDUDWLYHO\QHZ,WVHIILFDF\LQUHSRUWLQJDQGGLVVHPLQDWLQJFRQIOLFWLQJQHZV
VWRULHVLVHVWDEOLVKHG,WKDVWKHDELOLW\WREXLOGDQGXSGDWHGDWDYLVXDO
L]DWLRQVLQUHDOWLPH7KHWRROVFDQEHEHQHILFLDOIRUWKHUHSRUWHUVLQFRQ
IOLFW]RQHVLQZKLFKWKHPDFKLQHPDNHVHDV\WRVRXUFHWKURXJKIRRWDJH
IURPZDU]RQHV+XPDQULJKWVDFWLYLVWVKDYHVWDUWHGUHVRUWLQJWRVRXUFH
WKHIRRWDJHUHTXLUHGIRUGRFXPHQWLQJKXPDQULJKWVYLRODWLRQV+HQFH
$,WRROVDUHLQWHQVLI\LQJWKHOHYHORIDFWLYLVPLQUHDOWLPH'XULQJWKHWLPH
RIWKHSDQGHPLF$,WRROVSURYLGHGSRWHQWLDODLGVIRUMRXUQDOLVWVLQGLV
VHPLQDWLQJXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQWRWKHFLWL]HQV:KHQWKRXVDQGVRIMRXU

QDOLVWVZHUHLQIHFWHGZLWKWKHYLUXVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRI$,WRROVLQJDWK
HULQJVRUWLQJYHULI\LQJDQGGLVVHPLQDWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQZHQWXSVXEVWDQ
WLDOO\$,WRROVDUHV\VWHPDWLFDOO\SURJUDPPHGWRLGHQWLI\IDNHQHZVKHOS
LQJMRXUQDOLVWVILOHFRUUHFWDQGXQELDVHGQHZVVWRULHV,WFDQDOVRGHEXQN
IDNHQHZVIORRGHGLQVRFLDOPHGLDSODWIRUPV$,WKXVSURWHFWVWKHVSLU
LWRIQHZVYDOXHVDQGHWKLFDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIMRXUQDOLVWV7KHILHOGRI
MRXUQDOLVPKDVZLWQHVVHGVHDFKDQJHVEHFDXVHRIWHFKQRORJLFDODGRS
WLRQVIURPWLPHWRWLPH$OOWKHVHUDLVHWKHSURVDQGFRQVRIXVLQJ$,
WRROVLQMRXUQDOLVP$XJPHQWLQJUHSRUWLQJKDVEHFRPHDPDMRUDUHDRI
MRXUQDOLVP$,LQMRXUQDOLVPKDVEURXJKWQXPHURXVEHQHILWV7KHVHWRROV
KDYHFRPSDUDWLYHO\PDGHHDV\IRULQYHVWLJDWLYHMRXUQDOLVWVWRVDYHWLPH
DQGPRQH\7KLVKDVIXUWKHUVWUHQJWKHQHGWKHSURFHVVDQGIRUPDWRI
VWRU\WHOOLQJ$XWRPDWLRQKDVIDFLOLWDWHGUHSRUWLQJIURPORFDOWRLQWHUQD
WLRQDOVWRULHV'DWDMRXUQDOLVPLVWUDQVIRUPLQJWRWKHQH[WOHYHO$,URERWV
DUHWXUQLQJLQWRQHZVUHSRUWHUV$OOWKHVHDUHEHFRPLQJYLDEOHEHFDXVH
RIDOJRULWKPVGDWDEDVHVDQGPDFKLQHOHDUQLQJ7KHUHDUHIDLUFKDQFHV
IRUHUURUVDQGELDVHVWRFUHHSLQWRWKHQHZVURRPV$VPDOORUDK\SHU
ORFDOPHGLDRUJDQL]DWLRQZKLFKPLJKWQRWEHHTXLSSHGZLWKPLQLPXP
UHVRXUFHVWRDGRSW$,WRROVPD\VHHQHZVSHUVRQVIDOOLQJSUH\WRWKH
PDFKLQHV-RXUQDOLVWVQHHGWREHWUDLQHGDQGWUDQVIRUPHGIRUWKHEHVW
XWLOL]DWLRQRIWHFKQRORJLHV7KHIHDURIPDFKLQHUHSODFLQJWKHKXPDQLV
VWLOOWKHUH+RZHYHUDQ\WHFKQRORJ\LQFOXGLQJ$,LVQRWJRLQJWRUHSODFH
MRXUQDOLVWVKRZHYHUWKLVQHZWHFKQRORJ\FDQEHDIULHQGO\DVVLVWDQWRU
DEXGG\:LWKWKHDGYHQWRIQHZWHFKQRORJLFDOWRROVDOOIURPUHSRUWHUV
WRHGLWRUVZLOOEHUHRULHQWHGWRGHOLYHUPRUHFUHGLEOHDQGYDOXHDGGHG
FRQWHQWVWRWKHLUWDUJHWDXGLHQFH0RUHRYHUWKHLVVXHRIGLJLWDOGLYLGHLQ
QHZVURRPVLVWKHUHDFURVVWKHJOREH1HZVURRPVLQZHVWHUQFRXQWULHV
DUHEHWWHUSRVLWLRQHGWKDQWKHUHVWRIWKHZRUOGLQH[SORLWLQJWKH$,WRROV
LQVWRU\WHOOLQJ7KHHPHUJHQFHRILQQRYDWLRQDQGDGRSWLRQRIQHZHUWHFK
QRORJLHVLQDQ\SURIHVVLRQKDVEHFRPHREOLJDWRU\7KHSURIHVVLRQRI
MRXUQDOLVPLVQRH[FHSWLRQWRLW7KHSURGXFWLRQGLVWULEXWLRQDQGFRQ
VXPSWLRQRIQHZVZLOOEHFRQVLGHUDEO\GULYHQE\$,WRROVLQWKHGD\VWR
FRPH'LJLWDOOLWHUDF\LVWKHQHHGRIWKHKRXURQWKHSDUWRIWKHMRXUQDO
LVWVDFURVVWKHFRPSHWLWLYHJOREH
.XONDUQL LV DQ $VVRFLDWH 'LUHFWRU RI WKH ,QVWLWXWH RI $UWLILFLDO
,QWHOOLJHQFH 0,7 :RUOG 3HDFH 8QLYHUVLW\ 3XQH %LVZDO WHDFKHV DW
6\PELRVLV,QVWLWXWHRI0HGLDDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQ6\PELRVLV,QWHUQDWLRQDO
'HHPHG8QLYHUVLW\ 3XQH7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

ndia’s first-ever government-sponsored “Bad Bank” is now closer to
reality. Following the Finance
Minister’s announcement in the
Union Budget earlier this year, a National
Asset Reconstruction Company
(NARCL) has been set up to acquire fully
provisioned stressed assets worth about
C2 lakh crore from various commercial
banks in different phases, about a quarter of the total.
Another entity called India Debt
Resolution Company Ltd (IDRCL) will
then sell these stressed assets in the market to pay back to the banks. Public Sector
Banks (PSBs) will have almost half the
total shares of both (51 and 49 percent
respectively), in which the private sector
will also be stakeholders. The initial
investment would be around C6,000
crore.
NARCL will buy the buy distressed
assets at a discount from the banks by
paying 15 percent cash; for the balance
85 percent, they will issue security
receipts like debentures, bonds, etc., to the
banks. Last month the government had
cleared the proposal to provide C30,600
crore to the NARCL as a guarantee for the
security receipts to be invoked in case the
sale results in a loss to cover the same, but
the guarantee will not be valid beyond five
years to build in some incentive to accelerate the process of resolution; the guarantee fee to be paid by NARCL will also
increase gradually. Since guarantees constitute contingent liability for the government, there would be no immediate fiscal impact or cash outgo for the Centre.
Inherited as a legacy from the past,
partly as a fallout of the economic meltdown of 2008 and partly because of crony
capitalism which forced many PSBs to
give loans without proper assessment of
profitability of the relevant project proposals due to which many of these projects either could not materialise or were
unable to generate enough income to pay
back the loans, the NPAs started mounting. Since 2016, when the RBI tightened
the controls on banks and forced them to
clean their balance sheets, the NPAs had
to be written off or recognised in their balance sheets. This eroded their capital base
making them unable to lend afresh, and
their profitability was seriously affected.
To keep such banks — mostly PSBs
— in business, the government had to
recapitalise them from time to time with
public finds. Things took a turn for the
worse when since 2017 when the economy had started slowing, and the pandemic then delivered the death blow. As
per S&P Global Ratings estimate, stressed
assets of Indian banks including restructured loans will reach 11-12 percent in
2021-22, up from 8.7 percent at the end
of the last fiscal, one of the highest in the
world, comparable to Russia or Greece.
By taking over the stressed assets and paying the banks which will provide them
fresh capital, the bad bank will help the
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(The author is former
Director General,
Comptroller & Auditor
General of India and
currently a professor at
Arun Jaitley National
Institute of Financial
Management. The views
expressed are personal.)

commercial banks to recover a part
of their bad loans.
This is a most welcome and a
long overdue proposal to resolve
the stressed asset problem of
banks, private as well as public.
The existing acts, viz., the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code
(IBC) 2016 and Reconstruction of
Financial Assets and Securitisation
and Enforcement of Security
Interest (SARFAESI) Act 2002,
have proved inadequate for insolvency resolution and to address the
problem of NPAs of banks. The
SARFAESI Act which enables registration and regulation of Asset
Reconstruction Companies
(ARCs) by the RBI allows the
banks to auction the residential
and commercial properties of borrowers to recover outstanding
dues. It applies where the borrowing entity is left with neither any
revenue source nor an opportunity to resurrect the business, and
where no substantial assets are also
lying with the guarantors, while a
resolution plan under the IBC is
intended to put the debtor back on
its feet, not simply for recovering
the dues of its creditors.As the
Supreme Court had said in a case,
“the primary focus of the legislation (IBC) is to ensure revival and
continuance of the corporate
debtor by protecting the corporate
debtor from its own management
and from a corporate death by liquidation.”
About 4,541 corporates have so
far been admitted into the
Corporate Insolvency Resolution
Process (CIRP), only 1,745 CIRPs

have completed the process, either
yielding resolution plans or ending up with liquidation. IBC, now
five years old and which was suspended during the Covid crisis, is
due for an overhaul, including prepack for the MSMEs which could
later be extended to other companies, allowing a debt resolution
mechanism outside the IBC. The
existing processes need additional support from other mechanisms, and this is where the band
bank fits in.
Bad bank is not a new idea —
they have been in existence since
the 1980s, but the East Asian currency crisis and the 2008 subprime
crisis made many countries to set
up bad banks, including the US,
Sweden, Finland, Belgium,
Malaysia, South Korea, China or
Indonesia, but in India the idea of
government sponsored bad bank
has never been tried earlier, though
there are several private Asset
Reconstruction Companies which
are functioning sub-optimally.
This is another major institutional reform and the Government
must be given the credit for it.
Whether it will work or not, only
time can tell. While it has met with
success in many countries, in
China they have been struggling,
and the collapse of Evergrande is
likely to worsen the situation further. In any case, ARCs cannot be
a permanent mechanism, indeed
it has a sunset clause allowing it to
be wound up within five to eight
years.
Banking reform has been one
major focus area of the govern-

ment which came up with a 4-R
strategy - recognition, resolution,
recapitalisation and reforms. After
recognition, quantification of
NPAs started in a planned manner
and banks slowly started recovering their dues. In 2018, just two out
of 21 public sector banks were
profitable. But in 2021, only two
banks (Punjab & Sind Bank and
Central Bank) reported losses. As
part of the reforms, the government has merged many smaller
PSBs with larger ones, and now
their total number is stands at 12.
There are several problems,
apart from finding potential buyers from the stressed assets of
banks. Valuation of the assets is
one, which will determine the
loss. In fact, there has been some
criticism that the government is
actually guaranteeing the losses of
private enterprises and that the
PSBs, being shareholders of both
NARCL and IDRCL, will in effect
be buying their own stressed
assets. So far, the Indian experience
has preferred resolution via IBC
over the private ARCs, which
have a low capital requirement of
only C100 crore.
The regulatory environment
for the ARCs which has remained
practically static ever since they
had emerged in the 2000s also
needs an overhaul. Stressed assets
will not disappear anytime soon,
and we need to enable such institutions to help absorb the stressed
assets. Economy cannot grow
without an adequate supply of
credit and creating a level playing field for all.
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he Gandhi family has
established its claim
over the Congress party
this week as seen by Sonia
Gandhi’s assertive speech at
Saturday’s
Working
Committee meeting. Her message to the Party in simple
words is that “we are the
Gandhis, and we rule as long
as we want; challenge us now.”
As expected, not even a whimper was heard from the Group
of 23 rebels that made much
noise in the media for months
on the need for full-time leadership and organisational elections. As expected, the CWC
unanimously expressed confidence in the Gandhi family.
The CWC meeting went off as
per Gandhi’s script.
Indeed, she shut them by
giving a road map for elections, but it will take place only
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(The writer is a senior
journalist. The views
expressed are personal.)

next after the crucial elections
to some States taken place.
The loyalists who numbered many also raised a chorus for Rahul Gandhi to take
over the party. He has condescended to consider the issue
keeping his options open.
Meanwhile, he will continue to
make decisions with his sister
Priyanka Gandhi and impose
their favorites on the Party in
powerful positions as they
have done with Punjab leader
Navjot Sidhu and elsewhere.
They will also have a free hand
in distributing tickets in the
upcoming elections.
Sonia has announced
that she is a ‘full-time and
hands-on’ president, but this
will be tougher than it was for
her in 1998 or 2004. Then, she
was much younger and had
reasonably good political

advisers. There was a mystique
around her. Those leaders, like
Arjun Singh, ML Fotedar,
Ahmed Patel, and AK Antony,
were experienced and shrewd
politicians. Today, she has to
run the Party through her children while taking flak for
their immature decisions.
Sonia Gandhi fights well
when there are challenges, as
she has had shown since 1998.
She took over the reins of the
Party when it was sinking

under Sitaram Kesri’s leadership and a surging BJP. No one
expected the UPA to win in
2004. The real coup was when
she chose to do back-seat driving rather than become the
Prime Minister and she
‘appointed’ Dr Manmohan
Singh to the post. She ran the
Party and the Government for
the next ten years from
remote. A Gandhi family
member at the helm is certainly a comforting feeling for
Congress persons, not with
standing the opinion of voters.
When Rahul resigned
owning moral responsibility
for the Party’s poor show in
2019, the Party could not
look beyond the Gandhis.
Rahul got what he wanted —
an unassailable decision-making power without responsibility. By now, his sister Priyanka

Gandhi has joined her brother in taking decisions from
afar.
Sonia’s first challenge now
is to check the continuous erosion in the Party. Leaders like
Jyotiraditya Scindia, Jitin
Prasada, now Amarender
Singh and former Goa Chief
Minister Luizinho Faleiro have
quit the Party for greener
pastures. More are likely to follow.
The second challenge is to
win some States in the upcoming Assembly polls. Uttar
Pradesh is crucial though the
Party has not tasted power
there since 1989. It was in a
position to win Punjab, but the
Gandhi siblings spoilt it by
choosing an undeserving
Sidhu as PCC chief.
The third is reviving the
organisation’s machinery. The

general secretaries in charge of
poll-bound States should
spend more time on the
ground. The selection of candidates is vital. Sonia needs to
enthuse the organisation. She
should set up booth committees that play a crucial role at
the time of elections.
The fourth is to choose
vital issues for exposing the
Modi Government. There are
many such issues like petrol
price hike, inflation, farmer’s
agitation, COVID handling
and many more. Sonia needs
foot soldiers to do the propaganda.
The fifth is uniting the
Opposition. Many of them like
Mamata Banerjee and Sharad
Pawar are making efforts to
join the resistance. Otherwise,
Modi has the advantage even
in 2024. Fortunately, Sonia has

got adequate respect and command from the opposition
leaders.
But before everything, she
must address the grievances of
the Group of 23 rebels and
bring them back to her side.
They cannot be suppressed as
leaders like Ghulam Nabi
Azad, Anand Sharma, Shashi
Tharoor, Kapil Sibal, and
Manish Tiwari are articulate.
As Sonia herself said in the
meeting, unity and discipline
in the Party are very important.
Saturday’s CWC proved
that the Party is stuck with the
Gandhis and the Gandhis are
stuck with the Party. Both have
to change their attitudes and
walk in step with the voters;
the electorate has changed
and has become more aspirational and impatient.
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Islamabad: Pakistan may
remain on the ‘grey list’ of the
FATF till the global money
laundering and terror financing watchdog meets for its
next session in April 2022,
according to a media report on
Tuesday.
Paris-based Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) will
be in session for three days
from October 19-21 and it is
expected that Tuesday’s session
may be informed that Pakistan
is still short of meeting the
FATF criterion, according to a
report in The News
International reported from
the French capital.
The report, quoting
sources in German media
house Deutsche Welle, said
the global body’s decision on
putting Pakistan off the ‘grey
list’ may be taken in the next
session slated for April 2022.
The FATF in June retained
Pakistan on its ‘grey list’ for failing to check money laundering,
leading to terror financing,
and asked Islamabad to investigate and prosecute senior
leaders and commanders of

UN-designated terror groups,
including Hafiz Saeed and
Masood Azhar.
It also asked Pakistan to
work to address its strategically-important deficiencies.
Virtually connected delegates will join those that are
able to travel to Paris for three
days of meetings, during which
they will discuss key issues to
strengthen global action against
the financial flows that fuel
crime and terrorism, the FATF
said in a statement on Monday.
The FATF said it will
finalise key reports, including
the revised guidance on virtual assets and their service
providers and discuss next
steps to strengthen its standards
on transparency of beneficial
ownership.
Delegates will also discuss
the outcomes of the FATF’s survey to identify areas where
divergent anti-money laundering and counter terrorist
financing rules or their implementation cause friction for
cross-border payments. FATF
is leading work on this aspect
of the G20’s priority to improve
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BANGKOK: Crowds gathered
Tuesday outside prisons around
Myanmar, waiting for at least a
glimpse of friends and relatives
who were being freed under an
amnesty for people arrested for
protesting against military rule.
The head of the armyinstalled government, Senior
Gen. Min Aung Hlaing,
announced the amnesty covering more than 5,600 people
on Monday. State television
said it included 1,316 convicts
who would be freed from prisons around the country and
4,320 others pending trial
whose charges would be suspended.
The announcement came
three days after the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations
delivered a rare snub by declining to invite Min Aung Hlaing

to an upcoming summit, even
though Myanmar is part of the
10-member bloc.
The move reflected
ASEAN’s frustration with the
continued stalling of a visit to
the country by its special envoy,
who was appointed as part of
an initiative to find a way out
of the violent crisis that has
gripped Myanmar since the
army overthrew Aung San Suu
Kyi’s elected government in
February.
The government had
refused to grant the request of
the special envoy, Brunei
Second Foreign Minister
Erywan Yusof, to meet with
Suu Kyi. She has been detained
since the military takeover and
is being tried on several charges
that her supporters say are
politically motivated.
AP

cross-border payments, it said.
The FATF, which will
announce the outcomes of the
plenary on October 21, will also
update its statements identifying jurisdictions with strategic
deficiencies in their measures
to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing.
Pakistan was placed on
the grey list by the FATF in
June, 2018 and was given a plan
of action to complete it by
October, 2019. Since then the
country continues to be in
that list due to its failure to
comply with the FATF mandates.
With Pakistan’s continuation in the grey list, it is increasingly becoming difficult for the
country to get financial aid
from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), World
Bank, Asian Development
Bank (ADB) and the European
Union, thus further enhancing
problems for the country.
Pakistan has so far avoided being on the blacklist with
the help of China, Turkey and
Malaysia.
PTI

WASHINGTON: The head of
the U.N.’s atomic watchdog
plans to visit Iran before the
end of next month amid questions about whether Iran will
return to negotiations aimed at
reviving the languishing 2015
nuclear deal.
International Atomic
Energy Agency chief Rafael
Grossi said Tuesday he intends
to visit Tehran “soon” to discuss
and hopefully resolve specific
concerns about Iran’s nuclear
program. Iran is in violation of
several aspects of the 2015
deal that the IAEA is charged
with monitoring and has suspended some elements of other
cooperation with the watchdog.
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On a visit to Washington,
Grossi told reporters that he
expects to go to Iran before the
next meeting of the IAEA
board of governors in late
November. Some countries are
pushing for the board to condemn Iran’s nuclear activity,
including violations of the
nuclear deal known as the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action or JCPOA.
Grossi, who met on
Monday with Secretary of State
Antony Blinken, would not
predict whether the IAEA
board would take such action,
saying it will likely depend on
what Iran does in the meantime.
AP

he Taliban have recruited
women cadres in its fold to
T
raise a women's wing with the
twin agenda of projecting itself
as pro-women and countering
its anti-women image through
these women who have graduated from Quranic schools.
On Monday, as many as 31
women students participated in
a graduation party after these
students of Dar Al-Hifaz and
Muflihun Quranic School in
Kabul passed out from these
schools.
Dar al-Hifaz and Muflihun
School of Quran Education
celebrated the first graduation
of more than 30 female students of this school in the sec-

BAMAKO: Mali’s Government
has asked the country’s Islamic
High Council to begin a dialogue with al-Qaida-linked
groups in a new effort to
address a nearly decade-long
insecurity crisis. It is not clear
when the dialogue will begin,
but the council will lead discussions with Malian jihadist
leaders Iyad Ag Ghaly and
Amadou Kouffa of the alQaida-linked group known as
JNIM, the council said.
Mohamed
Kibiri,
spokesman for the council,
told The Associated Press on
Tuesday that he was asked by
the government last week to
launch discussions. He said
they are working with their
representatives in the country’s
north. “The only directive we
have received is to negotiate
only with the Malians,” he said.
“The other jihadists we consider invaders.”
He also said the subject of
Shariah law is not “taboo.
Everything is negotiable.”
Mali’s minister of religious
affairs and worship, Mamadou
Koné, confirmed that the gov-

Beijing: China’s ruling
Communist Party has appointed Wang Junzheng, sanctioned
by the US, Britain, EU and
Canada for his alleged role in
the human rights violations
against Uygur Muslims in
Xinjiang, as the head of its
party unit in the sensitive
Himalayan region of Tibet.
Wang Junzheng has been
appointed as secretary of the
Communist Party of China
(CPC) Tibet Autonomous
Regional Committee, replacing
Wu Yingjie, state-run Xinhua
news agency reported on
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WASHINGTON: A House
committee tasked with investigating the Jan. 6 Capitol
insurrection is moving swiftly
Tuesday to hold at least one of
Donald Trump’s allies in contempt as the former president
is pushing back on the probe in
a new lawsuit.
Trump is aggressively trying to block the committee’s
work by directing former
White House aide Steve
Bannon not to answer ques-

tion of interpretation and translation of the Holy Quran in the
presence of a number of Islamic
scholars besides parents of the
passing out students in Kabul.
Founder of Afghanistan
Republican Salvation Front
and counter terrorism analyst
of Afghan origin, Dr Ajmal
Sohail said, “The Taliban has
decided to launch the women
wing of the movement comprising graduates of the
Quranic schools who would be
assigned to take part at the
Ministry for promoting righteousness and preventing evil.”
The women graduates in
Islamic interpretation will also
counter feminism alongside
promoting radical Islamic
mindset in the Afghan society.

SEOUL: North Korea on
Tuesday fired at least one ballistic missile, which South
Korea’s military said was likely designed to be launched
from a submarine, in what is
possibly the most significant
demonstration of the North’s
military might since U.S.
President Joe Biden took office.
The launch of the missile
into the sea came hours after
the U.S. reaffirmed an offer to
resume talks on North Korea’s
nuclear weapons program. It
underscored how North Korea
has continued to expand its
military capabilities during the
pause in diplomacy.
South Korea’s Joint Chiefs
of Staff said in a statement it
detected that North Korea fired
one short-range missile it

believed was a submarinelaunched ballistic missile from
waters near the eastern port of
Sinpo, and that the South
Korean and U.S. militaries were
closely analyzing the launch.
The South Korean military
said the launch was made at
sea, but it didn’t say whether it
was fired from a vessel underwater or another launch platform above the sea’s surface.
Japan’s military said its initial analysis suggested that
North Korea fired two ballistic
missiles. Prime Minister Fumio
Kishida said officials were
examining whether they were
submarine-launched.
Kishida interrupted a campaign trip ahead of Japanese
legislative elections later this
month and returned to Tokyo
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tions in the probe while also
suing the panel to try to prevent
Congress from obtaining former White House documents.
But lawmakers on the House
committee say they will not
back down as they gather facts
and testimony about the attack
involving Trump’s supporters
that left dozens of police officers injured, sent lawmakers
running for their lives and
interrupted the certification of
Joe Biden’s victory.
AP
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in the pandemic that dealt a
heavy blow to the economy and
sapped Putin’s popularity
The daily coronavirus mortality numbers have been surging for weeks and topped 1,000
for the first time over the
weekend amid sluggish vaccination rates, lax public attitude
toward taking precuations and
the government’s reluctance to
toughen restrictions.
Russia boasted about
becoming the first country in
the world to authorize a coronavirus vaccine in August 2020
even though it was only tested
on a few dozen of people at the
time, proudly naming the shot
Sputnik V after the world’s first
satellite to underline the country’s scientific achievements.
While extolling Sputnik
and three other domestic vaccines developed later, Russia’s
state-controlled media chafed
at the perceived flaws of
Western-made shots, a controversial message that many
observers saw as feeding public doubts about vaccines. PTI
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ernment asked the council to
lead discussions with the two
groups.
This is not the first time the
Malian government has asked
the council to open dialogue
with jihadist groups. Earlier
this year, the council reached a
cease-fire agreement between
an al-Qaida-linked group and
local fighters in a village in the
Niono circle in central Mali.
The jihadists granted freedom
of movement to the villagers,
and peaceful cohabitation with
the army and local armed
groups, in exchange for compulsory veiling of women, collection of taxes and traditional justice.
Mali has been fighting
growing insecurity since 2012,
when al-Qaida-linked groups
took over parts of the north.
Despite a French-led military
operation that forced many
rebels from their northern
strongholds in 2013, insurgents quickly regrouped and
have been advancing year after
year toward the south of the
country, where the Malian capital is located.
AP
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Islamabad: Malala Yousafzai
has appealed to the Talibani
leadership in Afghanistan to
revoke the de facto ban
imposed on female education
and immediately reopen girls
senior secondary schools across
the nation, emphasising that
the new rulers in Kabul should
abide by their assurances given
to the world of respecting
women’s rights.
In an open letter written to
the Taliban regime following
the tough rules imposed on the
girl’s education, the 2014 Nobel
Peace Prize laureate said that
Afghanistan is the only nation
in the world that forbids girl’s
education.
“Afghanistan is now the
only country in the world that
forbids girls’ education. Leaders
everywhere must take urgent,
decisive action to get every
Afghan girl back in school,” the
24-year-old London-based
Pakistani activist said in the letter which was posted on her
Twitter handle.
“To the Taliban authorities,
you assured the world that
you would respect the rights of
girls and women — but you are
denying millions their right to
learn, she added.
PTI

MOSCOW: Russia registered
another daily record of coronavirus deaths Tuesday as rapidly surging infection rates raised
pressure on the country’s health
care system and prompted the
government to suggest declaring a nonworking week.
The government task force
reported 1,015 coronavirus
deaths over the past 24 hours,
the highest number since the
start of the pandemic. That
brought the total death toll to
225,325 — by far the highest in
Europe. It also registered 33,740
new infections over the past
day.
Amid a spike in infections
and deaths, Deputy Prime
Minister Tatyana Golikova suggested introducing a weeklong
nonworking period starting
Oct. 30 that includes an extended public holiday. She said the
Cabinet will ask President
Vladimir Putin to authorize the
move.
Until now, the Kremlin
has ruled out a new nationwide
lockdown like the one early on
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“The women wing of the
Taliban will be assigned task to
educate Taliban-inspired radical Islamists of Central Asia
and Asia Pacific,” said Dr Sohail
who is based in Germany.
The Taliban move to form
a women wing is to expand the
base of radical ideologies pursued by the outfit in Afghan
and spread such mindsets in
the region to create a pool of
like minded Muslims in the
entire region for gaining clout
as well as legitimacy.The move
is part of the larger project of
the Barre Saghir movement
being run by the Al Qaeda in
the Indian subcontinent to
rope in likeminded clerics and
students to perpetuate the radical ideology of Taliban.

Tuesday.
Wang, 58, became China’s
highest-ranking official to be
sanctioned in March over accusations of human rights violations during his tenure as
Xinjiang’s deputy party secretary and security chief, the
Hong Kong-based South China
Morning Post reported.
He served as Xinjiang’s
security chief from 2019 before
starting his most recent role last
year as political commissar of
the paramilitary Xinjiang
Production and Construction
Corps, while retaining his post

as deputy party chief.
For over a year China is battling
out allegations of human rights
violations against Uygur
Muslim population in Xinjiang
where Beijing has deployed a
large number of security forces
to quell unrest among Uygurs
over the increasing settlements
of majority Han Chinese from
other provinces.
The US has termed China’s
security crackdown in Xinjiang
where thousands of Uygurs
reportedly were held in detention camps as genocide.
PTI
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ANKARA: Turkey’s Foreign
Ministry on Tuesday summoned the ambassadors of the
United States and nine other
countries to protest a statement
they issued that called for the
release of imprisoned philanthropist and civil rights activist
Osman Kavala in line with a
European Court of Human
Rights decision. The statement
angered government officials
who accused the countries of
meddling in the Turkish judi-

ciary.
Kavala, 64, has been kept
behind bars for four years,
accused of attempting to overthrow the Turkish government
through the 2013 nationwide
demonstrations that started at
Istanbul’s Gezi Park. He has
also been charged with espionage and attempting to overthrow the government in connection with a failed military
coup in 2016.
AP
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Istanbul: agencies are gearing
up to vaccinate all of
Afghanistan's children under 5
against polio for the first time
since 2018, after the Taliban
agreed to the campaign, the
World Health Organization
says.
For the past three years, the
Taliban barred U.N.-organized
vaccination teams from doing
door-to-door campaigns in
parts of Afghanistan under
their control, apparently out of
suspicion they could be spies
for the government or the
West. Because of the ban and
ongoing fighting, some 3.3
million children over the past
three years have not been vaccinated.
The Taliban's reported
agreement now, after becoming
the rulers of Afghanistan,

appeared aimed at showing
they are willing to cooperate
with international agencies.
The longtime militant insurgent force has been trying to
win the world's recognition of
its new government and reopen the door for international aid to rescue the crumbling
economy.
The Taliban leadership did
not confirm its agreement, and
Taliban officials did not immediately respond to requests for
comment.
But WHO and the U.N.
Children's agency UNICEF
said in a statement Monday
that they welcomed the decision by the Taliban leadership
supporting the resumption of
house-to-house polio vaccinations across the country.
AP

because of the launch. He
ordered his government to
start revising the country’s
national security strategy to
adapt to growing North Korean
threats, including the possible
development of the ability to
pre-emptively strike North
Korean military targets.
“We cannot overlook
North Korea’s recent development in missile technology
and its impact on the security
of Japan and in the region,” he
said.
Japanese Defense Minister
Nobuo Kishi said one of the
North Korean missiles reached
a maximum altitude of 50 kilometers (30 miles) and flew on
“an irregular trajectory” while
traveling as far as 600 kilometers (360 miles).
AP
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Islamabad: Pakistan’s military
on Tuesday claimed that its
navy blocked an Indian submarine from entering into the
country’s waters last week.
There was no immediate
response from the Indian Navy
to the Pakistani claim.
The incident occurred on
October 16 when an Indian
submarine was detected by a
Pakistan Navy (PN) patrol aircraft, the Pakistan military said
in a statement. The navy
“detected and blocked the
Indian submarine on 16 Oct 21
from entering into Pakistani
waters,” according to the statement. It said that during the
prevailing security milieu, a
strict monitoring watch has
been kept by the Pakistan Navy
to safeguard maritime frontiers
of the country.
According to the statement, it is the third incident of
its kind during which an Indian
Naval Submarine has been prematurely detected and tracked
by the Pakistan Navy’s Long
Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft.
The army also shared a
short footage of the purported
incident. An incident of this
nature was last reported in
March 2019 when the navy had
detected and thwarted an
attempted entry by an Indian
submarine, the statement
claimed.
“The Pakistan Navy used
its specialised skills to ward off
the submarine, successfully
keeping it from entering
Pakistani waters,” PN had said
in a statement at the time. PTI
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he coal stock situation at
thermal power projects has
improved further as the number of non-pit head projects
having less than four days of
coal (supercritical stock)
reduced to 58 on Monday from
69 a week ago, Government
data showed.
According to latest coal
stock data of the Central
Electricity Authority (CEA),
the number of non-pit head
projects having less than four
days of coal was 58 on October
18 and 69 on October 11.
The data showed that the
number of plants with supercritical stock was 61 this
Sunday (October 17). Thus, the
coal stock situation is inching
towards normalcy.
The improvement in the
coal stock situation assumes
significance in view of the
ongoing shortage of the dry
fuel at thermal power plants in
the country.
The Central Electricity
Authority monitors coal stock
situation of 135 thermal power
plants with cumulative generation capacity of over 165 GW.
The data also showed that
the number of power plants

T

with zero days of coal has
come down to 13 as of Monday
with cumulative installed generation capacity of 11,710 MW,
compared to 15 with 15,290
MW capacity a week back.
The number of the plants
with one day of coal stock has
increased to 28 with 34,795
MW capacity as on October 18,
compared to 27 with 35,360
MW capacity on October 11.
The number of plants with
two days of coal decreased to
18 (with 27,490 MW capacity)
from 20 (22,755 MW) a week
ago. The number of plants
with three days of coal also
came down to 12 (with 16,874
MW capacity) from 21 (27,014
MW) a week ago.The number
of plants with four days of coal
has decreased to 18 with 20,725
MW capacity as of Monday,
from 20 with 25,840 MW
capacity a week ago, showing
improvement in dry fuel stock.
The number of plants with
five days of coal has increased
to 12 (12,840 MW capacity)
from five (4,105 MW) a week
ago. The power ministry data
also showed improvement in
the power shortage situation as
it came down to 2,060 MW on
October 18 from 6,857 MW a
week back.
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dani Group Chairman
Gautam Adani said that
A
policies to manage and overcome the climate change crisis
must be equitable and pragmatic.Speaking to business
leaders on the sidelines of the
UK’s Global Investment
Summit at the London Science
Museum, he noted that green
policies and climate action not
based on equitable growth will
struggle in the long run.
Decision makers, he said,
must consider the voices of the
vulnerable when developing
climate strategies and mitigation measures. He also suggested that a collaborative
approach was needed wherein

developed nations, which have
emitted more greenhouse gases
over time, shoulder greater
responsibility and propose policies and targets that fairly
address the needs of the developing world. “While net zero
targets are much needed, a
company’s sustainability initiatives must be aligned with
the nation’s sustainability goals,”
said Adani. “One must recognise that India has already
demonstrated its commitment
through the bold stand taken
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi since the 2015 COP-21
summit and India has emerged
as one of the most responsible
major nations in the world
when it comes to addressing
climate change.
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tate-owned CIL on Tuesday
Sprioritised
said the supply of coal was
temporarily to
power producers to replenish
their dwindling stock of the dry
fuel.
The statement assumes significance in the wake of the
country’s power plants grappling with fuel shortages.
“In view of the low stock
position at the power house
end due to a spurt in economic activities during post-second
wave of COVID-19, the supply
of coal was prioritised temporarily to the power sector to
replenish their dwindling coal
stock,” Coal India Ltd (CIL)
said in a statement.
To achieve the same in the
quickest possible time, coal
companies were advised only to
go slow temporarily on conducting further e-auction of
coal, barring the special forward e-auction for power.
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ort-to-energy conglomerate
Adani Group will invest
over USD 50-70 billion in
renewable energy value chain
over the next decade and the
group firms have committed
70 per cent of planned capex
until 2030 to the energy transition, its billionaire chairman
Gautam Adani said on
Tuesday.
Speaking to business leaders on the sidelines of the
UK’s Global Investment
Summit at the London Science
Museum, he made a plea for
equitable and pragmatic policies in the battle against climate
change and recommended setting practical goals and agendas.
Hydrogen, he said, is a
game-changer and the group’s
green energy portfolio will
expand to become one of the
world’s largest green hydrogen
producers.
“Green policies and climate action not based on equitable growth will struggle in the
long run,” he was quoted as saying in a statement issued by
Adani Group.
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oody’s Investors Service
on Tuesday raised the
M
outlook for the Indian banking
system to ‘stable’ from ‘negative’
citing moderate deterioration
of asset quality since the onset
of the pandemic and likely
pick-up in credit growth with
economic recovery.
Moody’s expects India’s
economy to continue to recover in the next 12-18 months,
with GDP growing 9.3 per
cent in the fiscal year ending
March 2022 and 7.9 per cent in
the following year.
“The pick-up in economic activity will drive credit
growth, which we expect to be
10-13 per cent annually. Weak
corporate financials and funding constraints at finance companies have been key negative
factors for banks but these
risks have receded,” Moody’s
said in its ‘Banking system
outlook - India’ report.
The quality of corporate
loans has improved, indicating
that banks have recognized
and provisioned for all legacy
problem loans in this segment.
quality of retail loans has deteriorated, but to a limited degree

because large-scale job losses
have not occurred.
“We have revised the outlook for the Indian banking
system to stable from negative.
The deterioration of asset quality since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic has been
moderate, and an improving
operating environment will
support asset quality. Declining
credit costs as a result of
improving asset quality will
lead to improvements in profitability,” Moody’s said.
The rating agency assumes
that the government will provide a very high level of support
for rated public sector banks,
given their strong links to the
government.
Earlier this month,
Moody’s had raised India’s sovereign rating outlook to ‘stable’
from ‘negative’. It also affirmed
sovereign rating at ‘Baa3’.
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quity benchmarks closed
E
with modest losses on
Tuesday after a seven-session
winning streak as investors
opted to pocket some gains at
record levels.
FMCG counters led the
losses after HUL’s Q2 earnings
missed estimates, while IT and
private bank stocks stood tall.
After scaling the 62,000mark for the first time, the 30share BSE Sensex succumbed
to selling pressure in fag-end
trade to close 49.54 points or
0.08 per cent lower at
61,716.05.
Similarly, the Nifty shed
58.30 points or 0.32 per cent to
close at 18,418.75. It touched a
new intra-day record of
18,604.45 in early deals.
ITC was the top laggard in
the Sensex pack, tanking 6.23
per cent, followed by HUL at
4.06 per cent.
FMCG major Hindustan
Unilever Ltd (HUL) on
Tuesday reported a 10.69 per
cent rise in consolidated net
profit to Rs 2,185 crore for the
second quarter ended

September 2021.
Titan, Tata Steel, UltraTech
Cement and PowerGrid were
among the other laggards.
On the other hand, Tech
Mahindra, L&T, Bajaj Finserv,
Infosys, HDFC Bank and
Kotak Bank were among the
gainers, spurting up to 4.12 per
cent.
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he demand for gold is
T
likely to remain subdued
this year following Covidrelated disruptions that continues in India, the World
Gold Council (WGC) said in
a report.
However, in 2022, the
impact of pent-up demand
for the precious metal is likely to herald a period of robust
demand, the report suggested.
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he Government is looking
at rolling out a five-year
strategic perspective plan to
make India a significant tech
player, Minister of State for
Electronics and IT Rajeev
Chandrasekhar said on
Tuesday.
The Minister added that
the Ministry of Electronics
and IT (MeitY) will partner
with the private sector in areas
not just limited to soliciting
business for them but for future
technology developments like
quantum computing, artificial
intelligence, cybersecurity and
semiconductors, according to
an official statement released by
the ministry.
“Prime
Minister
(Narendra Modi) has set some
serious ambitions and wants
India to be a significant player in the tech space.
“Soon, we are going to roll
out a five-year strategic perspective plan, detailing the
competency and capabilities
that need to be developed for
realising these ambitions,”
Chandrasekhar said at a technology conference organised by
the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII).
He added that there have
been tremendous strides in
digitising the country’s economy and public services in the
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onsumers could expect
relief from the surging
price of auto fuels this festive
season as the Government may
opt for an excise duty cut on
petrol and diesel, for the first
time since the outbreak of the
pandemic.
By doing so, the government aims to prevent rising
crude oil prices from adversely affecting the retail price of
these two commonly-used
products. Petrol and diesel
prices have already reached
historic high levels across the
country and have risen on
most days for past one month,
burning a larger hole in consumers’ pockets.Sources said
that C2-3 per litre cut in excise
duty on petrol and diesel might
be announced as a shield to
prevent a further spike in prices
of auto fuels. The announcement may be made ahead of
Diwali to sweeten the festivities
for consumers who have bore
the brunt of rising fuel prices
with petrol rates increasing by
C 30 per litre since January 1
while diesel prices rose close to
C26 per litre.

C

past six years, which has helped
India remain resilient during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
“We have created
Unicorns at the rate of two a
month, attracting USD 65 billion investment in the tech
space,” Chandrasekhar said.
The minister said the postCOVID-19 era offers a new set
of opportunities and there has
never been a more exciting
time for those in technology
than today.
“At MeitY, we have clear
objectives, we expect to be
partners with the private sector in areas not just limited to
soliciting business for you...But
even in areas of future technology development whether it
is quantum computing or
strategic areas, where we want
India to create competencies
like artificial intelligence,
cybersecurity, and semiconductors, etc,” he said.

Mumbai:Gross non-performing assets (NPAs) of banks
will rise to 8-9 per cent this fiscal, well below the peak of 11.2
per cent seen at the end of fiscal, ratings agency Crisil said in
a report.
The Covid-19 relief measures such as the restructuring
dispensation, and the
Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)
will help limit the rise, the
report added. With 2 per cent
of bank credit expected under
restructuring by the end of this
fiscal, stressed assets-comprising gross NPAs and loan book
under restructuring-should
touch 10-11 per cent. Krishnan
Sitaraman, Senior Director and
Deputy Chief Ratings Officer,
CRISIL Ratings, said: “The
retail and MSME segments,
which together form 40 per
cent of bank credit, are expected to see higher accretion of
NPAs and stressed assets this
time around. Stressed assets in
these segments are seen rising
to 4-5 per cent and 17-18 per
cent, respectively, by this fiscal
end. The numbers would have
trended even higher but for
write-offs, primarily in the
unsecured segment.” IANS
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he Middle East is expected
to see significant economT
ic growth this year, but also
soaring inflation and food
prices, as coronavirus vaccines
are unevenly rolled out across
the region, the International
Monetary Fund said Tuesday.
The lender’s new report
projects that the region’s
economies will grow by around
4%, while inflation will reach
17% this year in oil-importing
countries. It said the situation
is particularly dire in countries
already facing severe economic crises, such as Lebanon and
Afghanistan. The IMF said
globally, inflation is rising in
part due to pandemic-related
supply shortages. Food prices
have soared to their highest
level since 2014, with an
expected increase of nearly
28% in 2021.Across the Middle
East, about 7 million more
people are estimated to have
entered extreme poverty over
the course of 2020, compared
to the fund’s projections before
the coronavirus pandemic.
The IMF warned that
uneven recovery from the global health crisis could lead to “a

permanent widening of existing wealth, income, and social
gaps and, ultimately...Less
inclusive societies.”
In one example of that
uneven recovery, the Gulf Arab
oil-exporting nations of Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait, Oman,
Bahrain and Qatar will see
inflation peak at just 2.8% this
year compared to the the
Mideast’s oil-importing
nations, where average inflation
will climb to 17% in 2021
before dipping to just under
10% in 2022, according to the
IMF’s forecast.The lender also
found that the average unemployment rate in the region
increased from 9.4% before
the pandemic to 10.7% in 2020.
The IMF said this represents the second largest regional increase globally after
Central and Latin America.
The hardest-hit sectors
were low-skilled workers - particularly those unable to do
their jobs remotely - including
women, young people and the
millions who work in the informal sector and lack formal
workplace protections such as
health insurance, pensions and
contracts.
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n today’s time, schools are prioritizing equality and have
been working on providing an
environment where all the children can learn, thrive, and succeed.
The teacher’s role can be instrumental or integral in ensuring that
LGBTQIA+ students get an equal
opportunity to grow and learn in a
safe environment, by supporting
and advocating for them. Based on
research, about 96 per cent of the
LGBTQIA+ students believe that at
least one adult in their educational
institution extends support, understanding and reassurance.
The lack of policies and practices that validate and support the
LGBTQIA+ youth and the failure in
implementing existing safeguards
means that these students will continue to face bullying, exclusion, and
discrimination during the most
impressionable years of their growing up. This puts them at a physical and psychological risk thereby
restricting their potential to excel in
their education. Hence, it is important to highlight the guidelines
around the importance of inclusive
schools that support the rights of the
LGBTQIA+ community.
Develop curriculum to promote inclusivity
Developing lessons that eliminate bias and inculcate positive
representations of Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual,
Transgender,
Queer/Questioning, Intersex,
Agender/Aromantic/Asexual individuals in history and events is one
way educators may build a positive
classroom atmosphere. Featuring
unisex or gender-neutral names
could be another! Normalise conversations about queer scientists,
historical figures or mathemati-
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cians in the classroom. LGBTQIA+
students in schools with an inclusive
curriculum can relate to adverse
school experiences and strengthen
their sense of belonging to the
school community.
Focus on the emotional wellbeing
Efforts to develop and understand school protective factors and
their impact on LGBTQIA+ students have often encountered institutional challenges. Formative
research on the role of protective
factors such as school networking,
supportive educators, anti-bullying strategies has shown promising
ways to improve the LGBTQIA+
community’s health and well-being.
Develop a positive environment
Supportive educators are a lifeline for LGBTQIA+ children, and
school is frequently the only place
where they can connect with peers
and adults who can mitigate rejection and provide acceptance. As
John Dewey has shared “Schools are
a reflection of our society”, it is crucial that schools take active steps to
create a safe and supportive learning environment. This can be done
in simple ways like putting up “safe
space” signs or rainbow flags in the
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corridors. Schools could speak
about landmark days for
LGBTQIA+ community in the
school assembly, display books with
LGBTQIA+ representation in the
library, etc. Over time, these little
things will help create a shift in attitudes among the others.
Conduct programmes to build
awareness
Sex education is a common
area to start when it comes to teaching the students about sexual orientation and gender identity and
encouraging
inclusion
of
LGBTQIA+ individuals and families. At the moment, sex education
programmes seldom, if ever,
include sexual orientation and gender identity, and when they do, the
content is often misleading and
extremely negative. Therefore, this
space needs attention of all stakeholders to implement LGBTQIA+
inclusive sex education. We may
also need to look into legal aspects
when working on this.
Promote student support
groups
Pride clubs and similar student
groups for LGBTQIA+ students
are particularly essential platforms
for linking students with support-

ive adults. An increasing amount of
evidence shows that having a GayStraight Alliance (GSA) on campus
has a long and healthy impact on
the student’s health, welfare, and
academic achievement. Studentled GSAs can assist schools in
combating LGBTQIA+ student
harassment, foster dialogue about
diversity and acceptance to create
a thriving safe space for queer and
trans youth at school.
Provide training to staff and
teachers
Schools must ensure that the
staff is competent and confident in
their ability to implement learning
opportunities such as cultural skills
training and safety training to
increase awareness of issues affecting LGBTQIA+ students and develop effective strategies to improve
their educational experience.
Schools must also examine their
policies around bullying, discrimination and exclusion highlighting
the need for the staff to respond to
all forms of abuse. Schools must
also ensure that vocational training
involves LGBTQIA+ students with
different and overlapping identities,
as this can truly help make a difference!
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e recently celebrated the 26th
anniversary of the launch of internet
services in India. In the past 26 years,
our country has touched many digital technology dimensions. IndiaStack is one among
them, which is vital for overall digital development. It is a combination of several digital
technology projects to provide a robust digital infrastructure to the country. Even today,
it has solved many complex problems of the
country. IndiaStack's mantra is to promote
paperless, non-attendance, non-currency service, and transaction processes.
Stack is a commonly used word in
Information Technology, including compatible technologies that create software, web apps,
or mobile apps. The stack requires the operating system, server, programming language,
database, and other related technical aspects
to be consistent. The Government of India has
developed IndiaStack for the entire country,
providing various facilities and services including identification, verification, and payment.
The basic services currently available are
Aadhaar Authentication, Aadhaar e-KYC,
Electronic Signature, DigiLocker, UPI, and
Digital Consent (currently under development). Its services have enabled our country
to emerge as a leader in fintech. It is the only
stack to be launched that is named after a
country, and which has a proper combination
of governance, technology, and regulators.
Fintech came into being in 2009 with the
setting up of two institutions - the National
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), and
the Unique Identity Authority of India
(UIDAI). In 2012, UIDAI facilitated consumer
verification for businesspeople by enablin e-
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KYC. In 2015, CCI introduced an e-sign API
to facilitate digital signatures for Aadhaar holders. Introduction of UPI, the digital public
payment system in 2016 by NPCI proved to
be a revolutionary step. In the same year, the
National E-Governance Division (NeGD), an

organisation of the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology also ensured digital
verification of documents and certificates by
providing DigiLocker services to the general
public. Thanks to this development, it has now
become unnecessary to carry physical documents. All these services are part of the
IndiaStack Scheme of the Government of
India.
Because of the services included in it, the
direct benefits of the schemes reached the general public. Farmers, senior citizens, or BPL
families, everyone gets 100% allowance, pension, and other benefits directly to their
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eritage
Xperiential
Learning School, known
for its experiential learning pedagogy, recently launched a foodbased expedition for its Class 5
students. Learning expeditions
at Heritage are designed to
allow for application of knowledge from multiple disciplines
and usage of various skills,
packing in experiences that

H

he Edu Brain Academy
collaborated with the
National
and
International universities offering bachelor programmes in
Fashion Design, Fashion
Business
Management,
Communication Design and
Interior Architecture & Design.
It also offers postgraduate programmes in Fashion Design
and Fashion technology.
It offers these programmes
through its creative studiobased education at its campus
in New Delhi, Har yana,
Uttarakhand.
It recently announced
opening of admissions at the
Edu Brain Academy School of
Design for UG, PG and diploma-level courses.
Applications: Eligible
students can apply online and
offline. Admissions on marks
and merit basis.
Eligibility: For the degree
course, students should have
completed Class 12 from any
stream from a recognised
board. For the diploma
course, students should have
passed Class 10 in any stream
from an approved school
board. Personal Interview.
Deadline: 30th October

make learning real for students.
The “I Am What I Eat” expedition explored the various aspects
connected with food which
ranged from studying the various components of food, deficiency diseases, and what comprises a balanced diet. It also
introduced students to different
types of food systems and farming practices like organic farming.
The unique aspect about

this expedition was that none of
the above topics were taught
only from the textbook but
real-life, hands-on experiences
were built into the learning of
each of these. Some of the
experiences that students had
included nurturing a kitchen
garden in their home, identifying and creating healthy recipes
and selecting cooking methods,
cooking oils and utensils which
they found to be healthier

options explaining their reasons
for choosing them.
Neena Kaul, Principal,
Heritage Xperiential Learning
School, said, "We at Heritage
believe in enabling and empowering students so the effort is
always to simulate real-life
where one does not apply
knowledge in a compartmentalized manner and being able
to transfer knowledge across situations and subjects is critical.

accounts. Now, people in remote areas can conduct financial transactions from their mobile
phones with the help of the UPI app. We no
longer have to sign many documents at government offices; Aadhaar's one-time password
leads to quick verification. At the same time,
fast and better disposal of services has begun.
The use of IndiaStack has also facilitated the
rapid and convenient collection of Indian taxes.
The Government is engaged in providing
a more significant and efficient structure to the
digital revolution.
IndiaStack is not as closed a system as
China, where the country-made apps alone are
promoted. It also does not follow economic
principles such as laissez-faire as in the
United States, where only a few companies
have more market dominance in the open market. It is a robust, integrated, and open platform that can be used by Government, private,
businesspeople, and people of all walks. In the
next phase of the digital revolution, the
Government is working on the appropriate,
effective, and controlled use of personal data.
It has also planned to use artificial intelligence
and blockchain technologies for Civil Services.
The use of the digital revolution in the last
decade has led to a direct increase in transparency and accountability in public services.
Our small and medium industries have also
undergone positive changes from the digital
revolution. The use of the digital course has
deepened hopes of a radical shift in various
sections such as agriculture, health, education,
small loans, and commerce in the next few
years.
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he
University
of
T
Strathclyde , Glasgow is
inviting applications for the
MSc Satellite Data for
Sustainable Development
course starting in January
2022. The course will have a
focus on the practical use of
satellite data in direct applications to SDGs through the
analysis of case studies and
engagement, through student
projects and invited talks with
start-ups and NGOs actively
working in the field. Students
will gain an insight in to the
broad use of satellite data
across various industries and
will be equipped with the necessary technical skills
Eligibility: First or secondclass honours degree (or international equivalent) in either
Engineering, Science, Public
Policy, Law, and Business.
Fee: 1,850 for international students
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ruman State University
has announced student
enrolments for on-campus studies for its programmes
– Computer Science, Physics,
Chemistr y,
Biology,
Biochemistry and Business
Administration for those aspiring for international education.
Classes commence January 10,
2022.
“The ravages of the global
pandemic have impacted the
dreams and decisions of many
Indian students who planned
to study abroad in the past 18
months,” said Tim Urbonya,
Executive Director of
International Education at
Truman. We are looking for-

T

ward to welcoming our new
Indian students in the spring
2022 session in Missouri.”
Programmes provide students
with the skills and experience
industry requires.
To help students reach
their study goals during these
challenging times, Truman
introduced special merit-based
scholarships of up US $10,000
for high achieving students
from India.
The deadline to apply for
Spring semester scholarship
consideration has been extended to October 30, 2021, while
the deadline to apply for fall
2022 scholarship consideration is April 30, 2022.
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he generation Z, also termed
as Centennials, are the genT
eration of the people born
between 1997 and 2012. One
unique thing about it is that we
basically grew up on the internet.
Anything our parents say they
would do on pen and paper, we
say, “There’s an app for it.”
Some elders say that we
might be spoiled or spoon fed
but we are just working in a
more efficient way. A few
decades into the past, one might
have to go through an entire dictionary to find the meaning of
one word, but not today. With
Google today, we can find the
meaning of any word, or in that
case, the answer to any logical
questions we may have, at the tap
of a few buttons.
We love to meet and interact
with people face-to-face, who
doesn’t? Well to meet people, we
don’t have to mandatorily be in
the same location. With apps like
Zoom, Skype, Facetime, imo,
Google Duo right at our fingertips we can meet anyone, anywhere and at any time.
One cooler thing that we
have is that we can purchase
basically anything without having to go in-store waiting in long
queues.
Groceries, clothes, stationary, food, furniture, you name it!
You can buy anything you
wished only with the click of a
few buttons. Gen Z also accounts

for more than three-quarters
(77%) of digital buyers with
estimates to reach 85% (over
55M) by 2025.
The oldest people in our
generation are now scratching
the surface of adulthood. Gen Z
is coming, to become a part of
the multi-generational workspace. It is a bit evident that there
will probably be a vast involvement of technology in it. If our
new ways and perspectives are
dealt with in the right way, powerful forces of innovation and
introduction of new skills and
abilities will be brought to the
team.
Technology and the exposure to social media platforms at
such an early age has influenced our lives immensely. If
channeled in the right way, it can
be vastly beneficial, if not, it will
have its disadvantages. We are,
without a doubt, the most potential laden generation of all time.
But as Franklin D Roosevelt
once said, “Great power involves
great responsibility.”
Like every other generation
before us, the hope of humanity regarding advancement lies
with us. With our whole lives
ahead of us, we should look up
with optimism because given
time, opportunity and information, virtually everything is possible.
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he Department of Automobile
T
Engineering under the School
of Mechanical Engineering at
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology
(SRMIST),
Kattankulathur has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with Mahindra and
Mahindra, Mahindra Research
Valley, Mahindra World City,
Chennai.
The key highlights of this
MoU are, FIIP - Faculty Industry

Immersion Programme for
SRMIST Faculty members; usage
of SRM – BRIN Centre, Centre of
Excellence in Automation
Technologies on “Hydraulics and

Pneumatics Technologies”,
Mechatronics and Wind Tunnel
facility for M&M’s Mahindra
Research Valley (“MRV”) engineers and experimental study;

MRV experts to deliver guest lectures to SRM Students and SRM
Faculties to deliver trainings to
MRV engineers, in turn, based on
need; M&;M to offer internship to
SRM Students, at MRV, without
any payments; Submission of
joint R&D proposals to
Government; Industry visit for
SRM students at MRV; and any
other collaborations as the parties
may mutually agree on from time
to time. Dr Shankar M Venugopal
elaborated the broad areas of
research done at the valley.
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Scotland
beat
PNG
for
second
win
in
a
row
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ichie Berrington slammed a strokefilled 70 while Josh Davey snapped
four wickets as Scotland inched
closer to the Super 12s with a comfortable 17-run win over Papua New Guinea
in their Group B match of the ICC T20
World Cup on Tuesday.
Scotland grabbed the top position in
Group B with two wins having shocked
Bangladesh in their opening game.
Berrington put on 92 runs off 65 balls
with Matthew Cross (45) before adding
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eturning to action after a
break, double Olympic
medallist P V Sindhu saw off
Turkey’s Neslihan Yigit in
straight games to join compatriots Kidambi Srikanth and
Sameer Verma in the second
round of the Denmark Open
here on Tuesday.
Sindhu, the reigning
world champion, took 30 minutes to get across Yigit, ranked
29th, 21-12 21-10 in her
women’s singles opener of the
BWF World Tour Super 1000
tournament.
The fourth seeded Indian,
who had skipped the
Sudirman Cup and Uber Cup
Final after the Tokyo
Olympics, will next face
Thailand’s
Busanan
Ongbamrungphan.
Former
champion
Srikanth and Sameer also
made winning starts to their
men’s singles campaigns at
the USD 850,000 event.
While Srikanth, who had
claimed the title in 2017, outsmarted compatriot B Sai
Praneeth 21-14 21-11 in 30
minutes, Sameer, ranked 28th,
prevailed over Thailand’s
world no 21 Kunlavut
Vitidsarn 21-17 21-14 in a 42minute clash.
World no 14 Srikanth will
meet world no 1 and top
seeded Japanese Kento
Momota in the second round,
while Sameer is likely to face
Denmark’s third seed Anders
Antonsen in the next round.
Indian men’s doubles players, however, had a mixed day
in office. While Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy and Chirag Shetty
defeated English pair of
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ndia ace PV Sindhu is currently the best badminton
Iplayer
in the world but she
should prioritise winning
the
All
England
Championship, which is the
only trophy missing from her
illustrious cabinet, said the
legendary Prakash Padukone
on Tuesday.
Sindhu, a double
Olympic medallist and the
reigning world champion,
has won medals in almost all
big-ticket events but the All
England trophy has eluded
her so far.
Padukone, India’s first
All England champion, said
Sindhu should plan her
schedule in such a way that
she is in the best possible
shape for winning the prestigious title.
Callum Hemming and Steven
Stallwood 23-21 21-15 in their
opener, MR Arjun and Dhruv
Kapila stunned England’s
world no 17 pair of Ben Lane
and Sean Vendy 21-19 21-15
to make a positive start to
their campaign.
But Manu Attri and B
Sumeeth Reddy lost 18-21
11-21 to Malaysia’s Goh Sze
Fei and Nur Izzuddin in the
opening round to bow out of
the competition.
World no 7 Sindhu, who
had claimed a bronze at Tokyo
Games to go with her Rio sil-

“If I was in her (Sindhu’s)
place, I would do that (prioritise the tournament). That
is one title, which is missing
from her ... otherwise I think
she has done a fantastic job,”
Padukone said after launching the PSM Badminton
Coaching Programme at the
National Sports Club of
India.
“...probably she is the
best badminton player, she
has won ever ything:
Olympics,
World
Championship, five medals.
All England is one which is
not in her (winners list trophies),” he told reporters
here on Tuesday.
Sindhu had become the
first Indian woman to claim
two Olympic medals when
she won the bronze at Tokyo
Games to go with her silver
at Rio five years ago.
ver medal, hardly broke any
sweat during her opening
contest against Yigit.
The Indian was up 5-4
and then kept moving ahead
to comfortably pocket the
opening game.
The second game was no
different as Sindhu erased a 13 deficit to grab a 10-4 lead.
Yigit made it 9-10 before the
Indian held a two-point
advantage at the break.
After the interval, it was a
one-way traffic as Sindhu
sealed the contest without
much ado.

another 33 with Calum MacLeod (10)
as Scotland posted a challenging
165 for 9 after opting to bat.
Kyle Coetzer’s men then produced a splendid bowling effort to
skittle out PNG for 148 in 19.3 overs
with Davey (4/18) emerging as the
standout bowler.
PNG thus made an early exit to
their maiden campaign at the T20
World Cup following the second successive loss. They had lost to Oman by
10 wickets in their tournament
opener.

ndia’s most celebrated cueist,
Pankaj Advani (PSPB) neatly constructed a brilliant 121
points effort as he rallied splendidly from the loss of the opening two frames to prevail over
Dhvaj Haria (PSPB) 4-2 and
record his fourth successive
win in the Men’s ‘Y’ Camp (1st
leg) round-robin league matches of the World Snooker
Qualifiers, a BSFI National
Selection Tournament on
Tuesday.
The 36-year-old India No.
2 Advani, started hesitantly and
the left-handed Dhvaj cashed on

I

the opportunities to take a 2-0
lead. But, the cool and calculated Advani, winner of multiple
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FRED GOODALL, UMPIRE IN STORMY
WINDIES SERIES, NO MORE

Welington: New Zealand cricket umpire Fred
Goodall, who was at the center of a famously ill-tempered test series between New Zealand and the West
Indies in 1980, has died. He was 83. His death was
announced Tuesday by New Zealand Cricket, which
did not specify a cause. Goodall stood in 24 test
matches and 15 one-day internationals between 1965
and 1988. He is best remembered in cricket for his
part in the contentious second test at Lancaster Park,
Christchurch in February 1980, when he was
barged by West Indies fast bowler Colin Croft.

World titles, showed his class as
he turned on the magic in
compiling a stupendous run

DOUBTING WARNER AN ABSOLUTE NO-NO: MAXWELL
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angladesh
captain
B
Mahmudullah won the
toss and opted to bat against
Oman in the 6th match of ICC
Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 at
the Al Amerat Cricket
Ground, here on Tuesday.
Bangladesh, who suffered
a shocking six-run defeat to
Scotland in the last game,
made one change in their
team as Mohammad Naim
came in place of Soumya
Sarkar.
“Going to have a bat, put
some runs on the board and
try to defend it. Dew is a factor and it’s been in our consideration. But we’d like to have

a good total on the board.
Batting wise we didn’t build
enough partnerships. Today’s
another opportunity,” said
Mahmudullah at the toss.
On the other hand, Oman,
who won their last match
against PNG, also made one

THERE IS NO CSK WITHOUT DHONI,
SAYS N SRINIVASAN

New Delhi: Former BCCI president and India
Cements Ltd (ICL) vice-chairman N Srinivasan has
showered praise on Chennai Super Kings’ captain
MS Dhoni, saying “there is no CSK without Dhoni”.
Just to refresh the reader’s mind, ICL owned the CSK
from the start of IPL in 2008 till 2014, when the ownership was transferred to Chennai Super Kings
Cricket Ltd, a subsidiary of ICL. The Super Kings
are the IPL 2021 champion for the fourth time,
thanks to Dhoni’s leadership.

change, replacing Khawar Ali
with Fayyaz Butt for this game.
“Happy to bowl. Just one
thing — have to keep them to
a low total. We have pressure
from the first game, not this
game,” said Oman skipper
Zeeshan Maqsood at the toss.
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ndia’s Harbhajan Singh and Javagal Srinath were
on Tuesday awarded life membership of the
IMarylebone
Cricket Club (MCC), joining 16 other
cricketers who were given the honour this year.
The MCC, based at Lord’s, is the custodian of
cricket laws. Harbhajan and Srinath both enjoyed
fine international careers. Harbhajan is India’s

which drew loud cheers and
applause from the goodly
crowds as he went on to win the
third frame and get back into
the match.
That three-figure break, the
highest break so far in the competition, seemed to have
knocked the fight out of Haria
as the Bengaluru-based Advani
went on to comfortable win the
next three frames to complete a
satisfying 29-74, 31-79,
121(121)-00, 69-14, 69-03 and
72-17 win.
On Monday night, Advani
had defeated Pushpender Singh
(RSPB) 4-1 (68(51)-34, 86-01,
00-86(86), 120(84)-11, 61-25)

third-highest wicket-taker in Tests, with 417 dismissals in 103 Tests and more than 700 plus international wickets across formats. Srinath, currently an ICC Elite Panel Match Referee, is one of the
greatest fast bowlers with 315 ODI wickets and
236 Test victims. “Eight of the 12 Test-playing
nations are represented within this year’s list, which
includes some of the most recognisable names in
the modern game,” said the MCC in a statement.
England’s leading Test run-scorer Alastair
Cook, is joined by fellow countrymen Ian Bell and
Marcus Trescothick, totalling more than 39,000
international runs between them.
A fourth England star, Sarah Taylor, returned
to the field this year, appearing in the Rachael
Heyhoe Flint Trophy, Charlotte Edwards Cup and
The Hundred, and is recognised as one of the
finest wicket-keepers of her generation.

win, the organisers informed in
a release on Tuesday.
Meanwhile, National champions Aditya Mehta (Men) and
Vidya Pillai (Women) both suffered setbacks. The 35-yearold Mehta (PSPB) came lost to
Dhvaj Haria (PSPB) who played
steadily to clinch a 4-2 (13-87,
79-39, 44-55, 82-00, 67-01, 7136) victory late on Monday.
However, Mehta regained his
winning form and with breaks
of 83 (2nd frame), 72 (4th), and
56 (5th) defeated Pushpender
Singh (RSPB) 4-1 (55-19,
98(83)-00, 56-65(46), 129(72)00 and 69(56)-33) to keep his
qualifying hopes alive.

Abu Dhabi: Doubting David Warner “is an absolute no-no,”
says Australia all-rounder Glenn Maxwell who is confident
that the out-of-form opener will turn things around in the T20
World Cup. Warner has been woefully out-of-form with his
IPL franchise Sunrisers Hyderabad removing him from captaincy in May before dropping him from the playing XI for
the second time this year during the second leg. He scored 0
and 2 in the two games he played for Sunrisers in the UAE
which was followed by a first-ball duck for Australia in the
warm up match against New Zealand on Monday. “If you ever
doubt Davey, it’s an absolute no-no,” Maxwell was quoted a
saying by ‘ESPNCricinfo’.”You know he’s going to turn it around.
He’s a superstar of all three formats. He’s made so many runs.
He’s going to go down as one of the greats of the game.” Warner
heads into the World Cup having not played an international match in the shortest format for over a year but despite that
he has the backing of his teammates including white-ball skipper Aaron Finch.

LOVE HAVING DHONI IN DRESSING ROOM
AS HE BRINGS SENSE OF CALM: KL RAHUL

Dubai: Picking Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s brain is on KL Rahul’s
checklist for the next few weeks as he wants to utilise every bit
of advice from Team India’s mentor, who, according to the opener, always instils a sense of calm into the dressing room. Rahul,
who is all set to open with Rohit Sharma in the T20 World Cup
where India will start against Pakistan on Sunday, said that there
couldn’t have been a better “mentor” than Dhoni in what promises to be a tough journey. “Obviously, MS Dhoni (being) back
with the team feels amazing because we have played under him
and we have looked towards him as a mentor even when he
was our captain,” Rahul, who scored a fine half-century in the
warm-up game against England, said during a Clubhouse session on 10 years of Red Bull Campus Cricket.

WILL PROBABLY BOWL IN NEXT WARM-UP MATCH
AGAINST INDIA, SAYS STOINIS

Dubai: Australia all-rounder Marcus Stoinis has said that his
hamstring is on the path of recovery and he will probably bowl
in the next warm-up match against India on Wednesday.
Stoinis, who opted out of Australia’s T20 tours of the West
Indies and Bangladesh, suffered an untimely hamstring injury
in the IPL 2021. He spent three weeks on the sidelines, returning as a batter in Delhi Capital’s season-ending loss to Kolkata
in the playoffs. The all-rounder scored 28 from 23 balls in
Australia’s three-wicket win over New Zealand on Monday in
a warm-up match in Abu Dhabi, but he didn’t bowl. “The
hammy is good and it’s tracking pretty well. It feels like it’s on
the right track and it’s ready to go. I’ll probably bowl in that
next game,” Stoinis was quoted as saying by cricket.com.au.
Agencies
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egendary cricketer Kapil Dev
has opined that all-rounder
Hardik Pandya not bowling will
not impact Team India’s chances
at the ICC T20 World Cup.
However, he added that it will
affect the “combination and the
options” for Virat Kohli.
Kapil’s comments came after
Hardik refrained from bowling
in India’s warm-up match
against England, which the
Men-in-Blue won on Monday.
Kohli used five full-time bowling options and they conceded
188 runs. Hardik (12* off 10

L

man.
“An all-rounder always
makes a massive difference to a
team. Hardik not bowling will
not impact India’s chances, but
it will make a difference in
terms of Kohli’s options. If an allrounder is available for both, it
enhances the captain’s ability to
rotate bowlers and gives him the
extra option to fall back on,”
Kapil Dev told Sportskeeda.
“In Hardik’s case, India
should be okay given the talent
in the team, but him bowling
even two overs will obviously
lend more flexibility,” he added.
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IN-FORM AMANDEEP EYE GOOD
OUTING AT 11TH LEG OF HERO WPGT

Panchkula: In-form Amandeep Drall will look to
continue her impressive run when she competes at
the 11th leg of the Hero Women’s Pro Golf Tour at
the Panchkula Golf Club beginning on Wednesday.
The Kapurthala golfer, who has gained a lot of confidence with a string of events in Europe, was in
excellent form in the 10th leg where she was a runaway winner and closed the week with a ladies course
record 7-under 65 on the last day. Two other players showing a lot of confidence on their return from
the European sojourn are Vani Kapoor and Gaurika
Bishnoi, who are also in the field.
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aving once paddled across
17 nations and 15,000 kiloH
metres to reach Athens back in
2004, veteran Maharashtra
cyclist Sanjay Mayure has
embarked on ‘Bharat Darshan’
as he has undertaken a challenge
to cycle from Kashmir to
Kanyakumari in two months.
A renowned cyclist from
Maharashtra’s Vidarbha region
67-year-old Mayure reached
New Delhi on Tuesday after having started his mission from
Srinagar’s Lal Chowk on
October 8.
From Delhi, Mayure will be
heading to Gwalior followed by

en victory in its first global appearance.
Earlier, Berrington slammed three
sixes along with six hits to the fence during his 49-ball stay to set the foundation
for a big score but PNG put brakes in the
last three overs, conceding only 19 runs
and taking six wickets in the process.
Kabua Morea (4/31) and Chad Soper
(3/24) were the most successful bowlers
for PNG.
Goerge Munsey smashed three fours
to give Scotland a flying start but Morea
castled skipper Coetzer at the other end
in the third over to deal the first blow.
Munsey too perished soon while trying to muscle a delivery from Soper as
Scotland slipped to 26 for 2 in 3.4 overs.
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World Snooker Qualifiers: Pankaj Advani shines with 121-point effort
80=B <D<108

Chasing 166 to win, PNG needed
their batters to fire but they couldn’t get
any momentum and were soon reduced
to 35 for 5 in 6 overs.
Norman Vanua (47) and Kiplin
Doriga (18) then fought back
adding 53 off 29 balls to
raise hopes but Watt
broke the partnership dismissing
the latter in the
17th over.
Davey then
returned
to
remove Vanua to
dash PNG’s slim
hopes of a maid-

Nagpur and then off to
Hyderabad. From Hyderabad,
he will be reaching Bengaluru
before the final stretch which
consists of three cities —
Madurai, Ramanathapuram
and Rameswaram covering
around 4,100 kms.
Mayure is expected to cover
this distance in the next two
months. “I think age is just a
number. It is very easy to give
excuses to avoid difficult tasks.
Cycling has been my passion
right from childhood. It kept me
healthy and busy at this age too,”
said Mayure, who had some
years back retired as Nayab
Tahsildar of revenue department
at DM’s office.

Asked how he manages his
accommodation as there is a fair
amount of expense associated
with this kind of a journey
across India. “I have never taken
money and mostly managed on
my own. I have spent lot of
nights at Gurdwaras and ate the
langar food and at times stayed
in Mandirs where I have survived on prasad. Some places
where I have no option, I stay at
budget hotels to cut costs. But
this is my passion and I can’t ask
for money from anyone,” said
Mayure, who hails from a small
town Buldana, which is 50 kms
from Ajanta, Ellora Caves.
Mayure, who won several
cycling races in his younger days
and earned the reward of
‘Ghatacha Raja’ (King of Ghats),
was 50 years old when he had
cycled across 17 countries to
encourage Indian Olympians
during the Athens edition.
So how does he manage
costs and Mayure revealed a story
of passion. “My wife is a retired
SBI officer, my son is also working in a bank and my daughterin-law is a teacher. I can’t tell how
much my wife encourages me. I
save my pension money and then
use it for these trips.
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ndia winning the SAFF
Championships for an eighth time
Iis not
a “special success” as the country is dominant in the South Asian
region and the bigger aim is to do well
in the 2023 Asian Cup qualification,
national football team head coach
Igor Stimac said on Wednesday.
India won the regional tournament
after beating Nepal 3-0 in the final in
Male on Saturday to hand Stimac his
first trophy as in-charge of the team.
“I don’t consider it (the SAFF
title) as a special success because it
is normal that India wins when it
goes to SAFF but it demonstrates that
we are very dominant in this competition and we can progress in our
game a lot more,” Stimac said at a
virtual interaction. He, however, admitted that his team was
under a lot of “result pressure”
after drawing Bangladesh (11) and Sri Lanka (0-0) in the
first two round-robin league
matches.
The results had put
India in danger of
going out of reckoning for the final. India
then beat Nepal 1-0
and hosts Maldives 31 in must-win matches before outplaying

the Himalayan country 3-0 in the
summit clash to stamp their authority.
“It was obviously a difficult situation we found after the first two
matches but they looked bad only
because of the results. There was no
big difference in approach, the numbers and statistics, we had enough
shoots, scoring chances, movement
and energy by players.
“We scored sometimes and didn’t score sometimes and that made
the difference. So, we had a lot of
results pressure on our shoulders but
we dealt with it the way it should be
and in the end we won the trophy
which was really important.” Stimac
was speaking from Bengaluru after
his return from Maldives and he is
leaving for Dubai Tuesday night with
the U-23 national team, which he
has taken charge of for the 2022
Asian U-23 Championships
qualifiers in the UAE from
October 25 to 31.
The Croatian gaffer
said that the side’s aim
is to make it to the
2023 Asian Cup for
which the qualification
third
round is set to
begin
early
February next
year.
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ith three recent international wins under its
W
belt, a confident Indian
women’s football team will
take on Swedish top tier league
side Hammarby IF in a friendly match here on Wednesday.
This is the first of
the two friendlies the Indian
team will play in the
Scandinavian country.
The team played four
matches against UAE (4-1),
Tunisia (0-1), Bahrain (5-0)
and Chinese Taipei (1-0) as
part
of
preparations
for next year’s women’s AFC
Asian Cup.
“It’s a big challenge for us
in Sweden, but the girls are
motivated to give their best in
every game,” said goalkeeper
Aditi Chauhan on the eve of
the match.
“It’s often about who wants
more on the pitch, and our
girls are certainly pumped up
after the results that we have
had recently,” she added.
The Indian team under
Swedish coach Thomas
Dennerby scored 10 goals in
the four international friendly games while conceding only
one to register three wins and
one loss.
“These games have been
very helpful for the team. They
helped us reflect on the team
and individual performances.
These matches helped us look
at our strengths and weaknesses,” another player Dalima
Chhibber said.
“As a team, we are focused
on building up to the AFC
Women’s Asian Cup next year,
and competitive matches like
these help us plan for the
areas where we need to
improve.” Chhibber said that
the team is working hard to
adapt to the philosophy that
coach Dennerby is trying to
inculcate in the team.
“We are working with a
new coaching philosophy both
on and off the field. The preparations for the flagship tournament is going on in full swing,”
she said.
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